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1. INTRODUCTION

J.HIS is a survey of the experimental studies of the
properties of "free" π and μ mesons that have been
made in the last two years. This means that we shall
scarcely touch at all on questions of the interaction of
these mesons with matter, and shall consider only ex-
periments in which those properties of π and μ mes-
ons that are manifest in their decay have been studied.
These are for the most part experiments in which par-
ity nonconservation in π — μ — e decay was studied,
and experiments that have become possible owing to
this phenomenon. In the first paper of Lee and Yang
on parity nonconservation in weak interactions1 the
two main possibilities for an experimental test of this
hypothesis were pointed out: the decay of oriented nu-
clei and the decay of mesons and hyperons, in particu-
lar the ir -— μ — e decay. At the present time intense
and well collimated beams of π and μ mesons are
available in many laboratories, and the ideas sug-
gested by Lee and Yang have been tested rapidly and
in many ways. At the beginning of 1957 parity noncon-
servation in the π —» μ —» e decay was already a sol-
idly confirmed faet.2 These experiments, like the ex-
periment with polarized Co60 nuclei in the case of nu-
clear β decay,3 extended the domain of phenomena
accessible to experimental study and involving parity
nonconservation, and confirmed Lee and Yang's hy-
pothesis that parity conservation fails in all processes
in which the neutrino takes part.

Among β -decay phenomena, however, the decay of
the μ meson into an electron and two neutrinos occu-
pies a special place, owing to the fact that only weakly-
interacting particles take part in this decay, whereas
the examination of nuclear β decay is complicated by
the presence of the strongly interacting nucleons. It
is for this reason that there is no renormalization of
the interaction constants in the μ — e decay. Thus
from the point of view of the theory, the decay of the
μ meson into an electron and two neutrinos is the
purest case of the interaction of four fermions. With

regard to the π and μ decays the theory of the two-
component neutrino4"6 and the theory, of the universal
Fermi interaction proposed by Feynman and Gell-Mann7

have made a number of clear predictions. Such experi-
mental problems as the shape of the electron spectrum
in the μ —* e decay, the existence of π — e decay, the
value of the asymmetry parameter in the μ — e decay,
and the polarizations and helicities of the particles
produced in it —- μ —- e decays have been of critical
importance for the new theory of β decay. In a short
time new experimental methods have been developed
and a large number of experimental papers devoted to
these problems have appeared. This work has gone on
in parallel with the study of analogous problems in nu-
clear β decay and has reached fruition in the establish-
ment of interaction types that confirm the validity of
the universal Fermi interaction with vector and axial-
vector coupling.

New possibilities for experiments have arisen as a
result of these studies. For example, it has been found
that the beams of μ mesons obtained from accelerators
(and even those in cosmic radiation, though to a smaller
degree) are polarized. This has made it possible to
carry out an experiment of fundamental importance for
understanding the nature of the μ meson — the deter-
mination of the magnetic moment of the μ meson. The
very first experiments of this kind showed2'78 that the
g factor of the μ meson is close to 2, i.e., that the
meson is indeed a Dirac particle. The accuracy of
the measurements is steadily increasing, and we can
expect very soon an experimental solution of the ques-
tion of the radiative correction to the magnetic moment
of the μ meson.

The phenomenon of asymmetry in the μ — e decay
has finally made it possible in principle to observe the
existence of a new atomic system, muonium — a hydro-
genlike atom with a μ meson as its nucleus.

The present survey is devoted to an examination of
the experimental data on these phenomena. It is as-
sumed that the reader is acquainted with the main theo-
retical ideas presented in the papers and lectures of
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Lee and Yang,1'4'8 of Landau,5 of Feynman and Gell-
Mann,T and in review papers.9"12

Our survey begins with an examination of the values
of the masses and lifetimes of IT and μ mesons that
have been obtained up to the present time. The problem
of the mass of the μ meson has taken on special sig-
nificance in connection with the measurements of its
magnetic moment: with the methods of measurement
used so far it is just the error in the mass of the μ
meson that limits the accuracy of the measurement
of the magnetic moment.

We then consider the experimental data on the shape
of the electron spectrum in μ —• e decay and on the
energy dependence of the asymmetry parameter of the
spatial distribution of the electrons.

After this we consider the data on the existence of
decay of the π meson into an electron and a neutrino:
π —» e + v. The existence of this decay follows from
the Feynman-Gell-Mann theory which restricts β -
decay interactions to the vector and axial-vector types,
and these experiments are crucial for the present β -
decay theory. In the same chapter we consider the
search for the various radiative decay processes.
This problem is a more concrete one since the estab-
lishment of the weak-interaction types.

In the last chapter of the survey we consider the
question of the value of the asymmetry parameter in
various substances. This problem is of significance
in at least two ways. First, the theory predicts that
the asymmetry parameter has the value a = -0.33.
Therefore it is important to find out whether there are
substances or experimental conditions for which the
quantity a actually has this value. Second, the values
of the asymmetry coefficient measured in various sub-
stances show a large spread, which is due to the de-
polarization of the μ mesons, and this provides pos-
sibilities for finding out about the mechanism of depo-
larization.

2. THE MASSES AND LIFETIMES OF ir AND μ
MESONS

We present here the values of the masses and life-
times of the light mesons as known at the present time.
An analysis of the data obtained up to the end of 1956
has been made in references 13 and 14. Since that time
there has been practically no change in these data, and
in Table I we give the values of the masses from the
paper of Crowe.14

The mass of the π° meson is

TABLE I

The most precise measurements of the masses of
light charged mesons are those described in a paper
by Barkas and others; they were made by deflecting
mesons in a magnetic field and then measuring their
ranges in an emulsion calibrated with protons. The
mass of the π~ meson has also been measured by
means of determinations of the energy of the mono-
chromatic γ radiation that arises in the capture of

Charge π meson

Weighted
average
values

206.3±U.47
206:33+0.4

273.27±0.11

273.34+0.33 206.

272.8i0.45
272.74^0.41

273.34+0.13206.93±0.13

Method of measure- I
ment of mass

93—0.35 Magnetic field and
range in emul-
s ion"

206.86±0.11

The same
Spectrum of γ

rays"
x-radiation of

mesic atoms,1'·1·

π mesons slowed down in hydrogen,16 π~+ ρ — η + γ.
Another method for accurate mass measurement that
can be used for negatively charged mesons is the study
of the absorption of the x-radiation of mesic atoms.
The energy of this radiation can be determined to an
accuracy of a few electron volts if one uses the phe-
nomenon of the sharp decrease of the absorption co-
efficient that occurs when the energy of the χ -ray
quantum is smaller than the energy required to remove
an electron from the Κ shell of an atom in the absorber.
(The Κ edge of the absorption curve.) Such measure-
ments of the absorption of the χ -radiation of mesic
atoms have been made by Koslov and others17 for μ -
mesic atoms and by Stearns and others18 for π - mesic
atoms. In these experiments the mesic-atom x-radi-
ation emitted by the target in which the mesons were
stopped was registered by a scintillation spectrometer.
The observers placed various absorbers with mono-
tonically varying values of Ζ between the target and
the spectrometer, and found a sharp change of the in-
tensity of a given line on passage through the Κ edge
close to the energy of the given transition. At an en-
ergy of about 50 kev the Κ levels of neighboring ele-
ments differ by about 1.7 kev, so that by this method one
cannot measure the χ -ray energy precisely, but in
certain favorable cases, by choosing suitable transi-
tions in suitable mesic atoms, one can fix very precise
values of upper and lower limits on such energies, and
consequently get limits on the masses of the light me-
sons.

The passage from the energies of the x-ray quanta
to the meson masses requires the taking into account
of such factors as the interaction of the meson with the
nucleus, the finite size of the nucleus, the electronic
screening, and so on. These corrections are extremely
small for transitions between far-out orbits in light ele-
ments. In such cases the corrections that have been
mentioned can be neglected, and the most important
correction is that associated with vacuum polariza-
tion.19

In their work17 Koslov and others studied the 2p-ls
transition in sulphur, the 3d-2p transition in phospho-
rus, and the 4f-3d transition in silicon, and fixed the
following limits on the mass of the μ~ meson:
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(206.77 ± 0.04) me .; Μμ~ < (208.95 ± 0.04) me.

The Κ edge of the absorption curve is known to an

accuracy of about a tenth of an electron-volt, and the

main error indicated here is due to the theoretical

calculation of the vacuum-polarization effects.

By a similar method the following limits on the

mass of the π" meson have been obtained18

(272.2 ±0.04)™.

The mean lifetimes of the light mesons have been

measured repeatedly. The most exact value of the

mean lifetime of μ+ mesons was found by Bell and

Hincks20 by the method of delayed coincidences for

the μ mesons of cosmic rays:

± 0.02): sec.τμ+ = (2.22

Recently Dudziak and others 2 2 have made analogous

measurements with an accelerator and obtained

τμί = (2.21 ± 0.02) 10-° sec.

The lifetime of μ" mesons depends on the substance

in which they are stopped. Measurements in substances

with small Ζ ( < 10), in which the effect of capture can

be completely neglected, have shown21 that the lifetime

of the free μ~ meson agrees with that of the μ+ meson

within the 4 percent error of the measurements.

An average of all the data on the lifetime of π mes-

ons, obtained by different methods which do not agree

with each other, gives14

τπ± = (2.56 ± 0.05) 10~8 sec.

The existing data do not give any indication of a differ-

ence between the lifetimes of π+ and π~ mesons.

The most reliable estimate of the lifetime of the π°

meson, obtained in a paper of Anand,23 is

η = 5.0
— 2

110~1 5sec.

3. THE SPECTRUM OF THE ELECTRONS FROM
ν — μ — e DECAY AND THE ASYMMETRY OF
THE SPATIAL DISTRIBUTION OF THE ELEC-
TRONS

3.1. The Theoretical Spectrum of the Electrons and
their Angular Distribution

In this chapter we shall examine the experimental
data on the shape of the energy spectrum of the elec-
trons emitted in μ —• e decay and on the dependence
of the asymmetry of the spatial distribution of the
electrons on their energy. Before proceeding to the
experimental data, let us look at the main conclusions
of the theory of β decay as applied to the decay of the
μ meson. 4~ 6 ) 2 4~ 2 9 We consider the decay of a μ meson
into an electron, a neutrino, and an antineutrino

μ—> e + v-j- v.

As is well known from the theory of β decay, the
requirement of relativistic invariance of the interac-

tion has the result that the Hamiltonian describing the

interaction of the four fermions that take part in a de-

cay (μ, e, ν, ν in the case of μ decay, and n, p, e,

and ν in nuclear β decay) is the sum of five t e r m s ,

corresponding to the scalar, pseudoscalar, tensor,

vector, and axial-vector interaction types

. adj. t e r m s (1)

where ψν is the field operator that describes the an-

nihilation of a neutrino or the creation of an antineu-

trino, and ~φν is the operator that describes the anni-

hilation of an antineutrino or the creation of a neutrino;

the electron and meson field operators ^ e and ψμ

have analogous meanings. Each such operator is a

four-component Dirac spinor, and between each pair

of spinors there is an operator Oj (or Ojy5 in the

t e r m s that do not conserve pari ty) . The operator Oj

has the following values:

1 — scalar interaction

γ(ι — vector

O-= — (ν γ — ν ν ) — tensor
ν, ν Ι μ ι ν ' ν ' μ'

'ΥμΪ5 — axial vector

Υ- — pseudoscalar,

where yv a re the Dirac matr ices, and γ 5 = ΎιΎϊΥίΎι-

In the expression (1) Cj and Cj a re the interac-

tion constants corresponding to the five interaction

types we have listed. The constants Cj correspond

to the parts of the interaction that do not involve parity

nonconservation, and Cj to the par t s that do involve

it. Thus in its most general form the β decay of the

μ meson is determined by a set of ten complex inter-

action constants. If we neglect the mass of the electron

(me = 0), the Hamiltonian (1) gives the following spec-

trum shape and angular distribution for the electrons

from 7Γ — μ — e decay:

R(x, Q)dxdQ =•

(2)

In this formula, which gives the decay probability of
the μ meson referred to unit time, χ is the energy
of the electron expressed as a fraction of the maximum
energy that it can receive in the decay (0 < χ < 1); ρ
(the Michel parameter), a (the asymmetry param-
eter) , and ζ (the Michel asymmetry parameter) are
three parameters that depend in a definite way on the
five pairs of coupling constants that appear in the Ham-
iltonian (1).

The first term of the formula (2), which does not
contain c o s i , gives the spectrum of the decay elec-
trons

The second term, which occurs because of parity
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nonconservation, is proportional to

and gives the asymmetry of the spatial distribution
of the electrons. Here £ is the angle between the di-
rection of the spin of the μ meson occurring in the
π — μ —» e decay and the direction of the momentum
of the electron at the instant of the μ — e decay; the
signs - and + are for μ~ and μ* mesons, respec-
tively.

The family of curves in Fig. 1 shows the spectrum
of the decay electrons for various values of the Michel
parameter ρ. These curves intersect at χ = % and
give nearly equal values of the average energy of the
decay electrons; these values lie in the range χ = 0.6
— 0.7. It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the parameter
Q characterizes the hardness of the spectrum: the
smaller the value of ρ, the more slow electrons there
are in the spectrum. By measuring the spectrum of
the decay electrons experimentally and comparing it
with the spectra in Fig. 1 one can determine the value
of the parameter ρ. We have seen, however, that this
parameter represents only one relation imposed on
the ten unknown coupling constants that describe the
μ —- e decay, and therefore a measurement of the value
of p gives very little toward the determination of the
constants C. For example, in the general case, if all
five interaction types are involved in decay by the
scheme μ — e + ν + Ί>, the value of ρ lies between 0
and 1, and if two identical neutrinos are emitted ρ can
lie between 0 and 3/4.

The situation is much simpler in the two-component
theory of the neutrino, in which, for μ —• e + ν + V de-
cay, the ten parameters reduce to the two constants
Cy and CA· In fact,4'6'9 this theory can be regarded
as a special case of the four-component theory, if we
set Cg = Cg = Cp = Cp = Ο*ρ = Ĉ p = 0, Cy = — Cy,
C^ = - CA· In the two-component theory of the neu-
trino the Michel parameter must have the value ρ
= 3/4 if there are neutrinos and antineutrinos, and ρ
= 0 if these particles are indistinguishable, i.e., for
decay by the scheme μ —- e + 2v or μ — e + 2F.

Thus the study of the shape of the spectrum is a
critical experiment for the two-component theory: if

FIG. 1. Spectrum of the electrons from μ -» e decay for various
values of the Michel parameter p. The abscissa is the energy x,
and' the ordinate is the decay probability.

this theory is correct, we must have either ρ = 0
(ν = V) or ρ = 3/4 (v *v). Of course, if it is found
experimentally that ρ =0.75 or ρ = 0, this is by no
means sufficient to establish the correctness of the
two-component theory and fix the choice between the
two possibilities μ —* e + ν + "ν and μ —• e + ν + ν.
In fact, these values of ρ can be obtained by infinitely
many combinations of the coupling constants C in the
four-component theory also.

We shall now consider the experiments in which the
spectrum of the decay electrons has been measured
and the parameter ρ has been determined.

3.2. The Spectrum of the Electrons from μ — e Decay.
Determination of the Parameter ρ

The first measurement of the spectrum of positrons
from μ — e decay was made by Leighton, Anderson,
and Seriff.30 These authors worked with μ+ and μ"
mesons in cosmic radiation and used the method of
the "falling" Wilson chamber in a magnetic field. It
was shown in this experiment that the energies of the
decay electrons form a continuous spectrum extending
up to 50 — 60 Mev. A similar conclusion was reached
by G. B. Zhdanov and A. A. Khaidarov31 and by Stein-
berger32 on the basis of analyses of absorption curves
of the electrons from decays of cosmic-ray μ mesons.
It could be concluded from the continuous character of
the spectrum that more than two particles are produced
in the decay. The energy carried away by all the decay
electrons was close to V3 of the total energy released
in the decays, so that it was highly probable that the
decay leads to three light and weakly interacting par-
ticles.

Experiments by Hincks and Pontecorvo33 and by
Sard and Althaus34 showed that the uncharged particles
produced in μ —• e decay are not γ -ray quanta.

In subsequent years the shape of the spectrum of
decay positrons was studied by many authors. Most
of the early papers, however, are characterized by
insufficient statistical accuracy and poor energy reso-
lution. Moreover, in these papers there was a sizable
systematic error in the determination of the param-
eter Q, which was due to the fact that the mass of the
μ~ meson, and consequently also the limit of the spec-
trum, were not accurately enough known in those years.
It is convenient to consider the measurements of the
shape of the spectrum under the headings of the meth-
ods used.

The Emulsion Method. In this method the energies
of the electrons from μ —• e decay are found from
their multiple scattering in the Coulomb fields of the
nuclei in the emulsion. Under the conditions usually
chosen for the measurements (layers of emulsion of
thickness 400 to 1000μ) the tracks of the electrons
have minimum length 1 — 1.5 mm, fixed by the possi-
bility of dividing a track into 15 to 20 independent seg-
ments of 50 —100 μ each, and the maximum track
length, limited by emergence of the electrons from
the thin layer of emulsion because of the scattering,
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TABLE Π. Summary of data on measurements of the
Michel parameter ρ

Authors

Leighton et al.30

Bramson et al.35·36

Bonetti et al.3 '
Besson et al.3"
Vaisenberg142

Vilain et al.40

Rosenson39

Sargent et al.41

Crowe et al.42

Dudziak et al44

Anderson et al.43

Year

1949
1952
1956
1958
1959
1954
1958
1955
1956
1959
1959

Source of
mesons

Cosmic rays
Accelerator
Cosmic rays
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator
Accelerator

Method

Wilson chamber in magnetic field
Emulsion
Emulsion
Emulsion
Emulsion
Wilson chamber in magnetic field
Diffusion chamber in magnetic field
The same
Double-focusing spectrometer
Spiral-orbit spectrometer
Spectrometer

Sign of
charge

+ and -
+

+ and -
+

+ and -
+

+
-

+

+

+

Number
of cases

75
301

506
915

280

1300
415

Result,
reduced to
mM= 209.6

0.4

0.48 ± 0.13
0.57 + 0.14
0.67 ± 0.14
0.72 ±0.10
0.50 ± 0.13
0.67 ± 0.05
0.64 ± 0.10
0.62 + 0.03
0.74 ± 0.03
0.74 + 0.03

is rarely larger than 5 mm. Under these conditions
the statistical accuracy of an energy measurement
by the multiple-scattering method lies in the range
from 8 to 20 percent, depending on the track length
and the electron energy. Besides this dispersion in
the measurements, in comparing the measured spec-
trum with theory one must remember the radiation
losses of the electrons in the emulsion. The radiation
length in the emulsion is close to 3 cm, and the fluc-
tuation of these losses begins to have an effect com-
parable with the dispersion of the scattering measure-
ments for track lengths of a few millimeters.

The values of the parameter Q obtained by the
photographic-emulsion method are shown at the be-
ginning of Table II (lines 2 to 5).

It must be noted that the parameter ρ can also be
determined not from the whole spectrum but from the
behavior of the spectrum in the low-energy region. In
the emulsion method this way of determining ρ has
a decided advantage over the ordinary analysis of the
whole spectrum. Indeed, in the first place the low-
energy region is most sensitive to the value of this
parameter. From the spectrum of the decay positrons
it is easily found [Eq. (2), Fig. 1] that if ρ changes
from 0 to 0.75 the relative number of low-energy par-
ticles (x < 0.3 — 0.4) changes by approximately a fac-
tor two, whereas the characteristics of the spectrum
that depend on the larger energies change much more
weakly with ρ. For example, for the same limits of
variation of ρ the average energy of the decay elec-
trons changes only from 0.6 to 0.7. A second circum-
stance that favors the determination of the parameter
ρ from the behavior of the spectrum in the low-energy
region is that this energy range is subject to the least
distortion by the dispersion of the scattering measure-
ments and by bremsstrahlung in the emulsion itself,
so that the corrections required are small. Finally,
measurements in the low-energy region have an
advantage in principle, though one that is far from hav-
ing been realized because of the small statistics, in
that the radiative corrections to the spectrum manifest
themselves most strongly in the low-energy region, and
since these corrections are extremely sensitive to the

type of interaction, measurements of the beginning of
the spectrum could give additional information about
the coupling constants in μ —• e decay. In reference
142 the spectrum was measured for 1099 decay elec-
trons, and all the data on the behavior of the spectrum
in the low-energy region (x < 0.3 —0.4) by the emul-
sion method were examined. These data are in good
agreement with each other. After the introduction of
Small corrections for the "flat-chamber effect," which
means that because of scattering in the medium the ob-
served number of low-energy positron tracks is too
small relative to the number of tracks of positrons of
higher energies, and for the smearing out of the spec-
trum by errors of measurement, the value obtained
for the Michel parameter was ρ = 0.72 ±0.10.

Chambers in Magnetic Fields. The accuracy of
measurements of the energies of decay electrons can
be much improved as compared with the emulsion
method if one uses a Wilson cloud chamber or a bubble
chamber in a magnetic field of several kilogauss. By
selecting decay-electron tracks several centimeters
long one can measure momenta with a standard error
of 3 to 5 percent. One of the researches of this type
is that of Rosenson.39 A diffusion chamber filled with
hydrogen at pressure 20 atm and placed in a magnetic
field of 7000 gauss was exposed to a beam of slow μ
mesons. On the average the chamber registered about
two stoppings of μ mesons in a pulse containing 10 to
20 mesons. The most essential criterion for the se-
lection of positron tracks was that their length should
exceed 5 cm. On the average there was one positron
track suitable for measurement in every 13 exposures.
From 25,000 pictures there were selected 1300 posi-
trons, which make up the spectrum shown in Fig. 2.
The abscissas are values of the momentum x, ex-
pressed as a fraction of the maximum momentum
P m a x = 52.8 Mev/c, and the ordinates are numbers
of particles in intervals Δχ = 0.025. A statistical
analysis shows that the value of ρ' that fits best with
these data is ρ = 0.67 ± 0.05.

The spectrum of decay electrons has also been
measured in a hydrogen bubble chamber in a field of
8000 gauss, in a search for electronic decay of the π
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0.1

meson.9 2 This spectrum is shown in Fig. 27, and a
description of the apparatus is given on page 214. It
is seen from Fig. 27 that this spectrum is in good
agreement with a value of ρ close to 0.75.

Magnetic Spectrometers. Finally we must consider
the data obtained by means of magnetic spectrom-
eters . 4 2 " 4 4 At the Sixth Rochester Conference in 1956
work by Crowe and others was reported.4 2 These au-
thors worked with a double-focusing magnetic spec-
trometer, which had first been tested and calibrated
in measurements on the scattering of electrons. They
obtained ρ = 0.62 ± 0.05. In a search for π — e decay
Anderson and others 4 3 carefully measured the spectrum
of μ —* e positrons. Their apparatus is described in
Chapter 6, and Fig. 30 shows the spectrum they ob-
tained, which agrees with the value ρ = 0.74 ± 0.03.
Dudziak, Sagane, and Vedder,44 working with a spec-
trometer with a spiral orbit, obtained the value ρ
= 0.741 ± 0.027.

Examining the data of Table I, we arrive at the con-
clusion that with the exception of the first papers the
values of ρ are in fairly good agreement with each
other; and the small values of the parameter ρ ob-
tained in the early work are to a considerable extent
explained by the unreliable value of the mass of the μ
meson, which was not well known at that time. Aver-
ages of the values of ρ obtained by the three methods
we have discussed are shown in Table III.

We see that the average values of ρ obtained by the
three methods lie in the range 0.65—0.70. At any rate
it follows from these data that the probability that ρ is
larger than % is negligibly small.

Some reductio'n of the experimentally observed pa-
rameter ρ is due to the radiation effects. They in-
crease considerably the intensity of the spectrum in
the low-energy region, and decrease it in the high-

TABLE ΙΠ. Values of the
Michel parameter ρ

FIG. 2. Spectrum of electrons from μ -> e
decay, according to measurements by Rosenson
with a Wilson chamber in a magnetic field. Ab-
scissas are energies x, ordinates are numbers of
positrons in energy intervals Δχ = 0.025.

Photographic
emulsion

0,67^0.07

Chambers in
magnetic

fields

0.65±0.04

Magnetic
spectrometers

0.70±0.02

energy region. This softening of the spectrum mani-
fests itself in a decrease of the effective value of ρ
calculated from a comparison of Eq. (2) with the ex-
perimental data. Calculations by Behrends et al.,4 5

V. Kuznetsov,46 Kinoshita and Sirlin,47 and Berman4 8

show that radiation effects can diminish e =0.75 by
5 to 6 percent, i.e., reduce it to 0.71. It must further
be remembered that in the majority of experimental
methods there is always some tendency to diminish
the measured energy. Therefore, despite the differ-
ence between ρ = 0.75 and the measured values of ρ,
at the present time it can be supposed that the experi-
mental data we have examined do not contradict the
demand of the two-component theory that ρ have the
value 0.75 for decay into an electron, a neutrino, and
an antineutrino.

3.3. The Asymmetry of the Spatial Distribution of
the Electrons from π — μ — Θ Decay

In this section we consider the data on the asymme-
try of the spatial distribution of the electrons from
π —• μ — e decay. Together with the experiments on
the β decay of Co60, the discovery of this asymmetry
was the basic experiment that demonstrated parity
nonconservation in the weak interactions. Here we
shall consider the question of the dependence of the
asymmetry on the energy. The problem of the value
of the asymmetry coefficient, which is connected with
the problem of depolarization, will be considered in
Chapter 7.

As we have seen earlier, the nonconservation of
spatial parity has the result that the decay probability
depends on the cosine of the angle £ between the di-
rections of the spin of the μ mesOn and the momentum
of the decay electron. In the theory of the two-compo-
nent neutrino 4" 6 the expression (2) for the angular de-
pendence of the decay probability is simplified and
takes the following form:

R (χ, Ω) dx dQ =-- ~ x2 [(3 - 2x)

Τ i (1 -2x) cos θ] dxdQ. (3)

In this formula ξ is a parameter that depends on
the coupling constants Cy and C A in the following way:
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ξ = - (4)

We note that for the μ" meson with the same spin di-

rection the coefficient ξ in Eq. (3) is taken with the

other sign. Since the direction of the spin of the μ"

meson is opposite to that of the spin of the μ+ meson,

this means that if we observe experimentally a definite

spatial asymmetry for the μ+ decay, the sign of this

asymmetry does not change if we go over from μ+ me-

sons to μ" mesons: if the positrons from μ+ — e" de-

cay emerge mainly backward, the same will be true

for the electrons from μ" — e" decay.

It follows from Eq. (4) that the possible values of ξ

lie between — 1 and +1. In particular, if | Cy | = | CA l>

i.e., if the decay of the μ meson is caused by only the

vector and axial-vector types of interaction with equal

magnitudes of the constants, as is the case in the the-

ory of Feynman and Gell-Mann, then | ξ | = 1 .

Let us examine some consequences of Eq. (3) that

are convenient for comparison of experimental data

with the theory.

1. The asymmetry coefficient for electrons of a

given energy is given by

a ^ ^ ^ x - (5)

For χ = 1, we have a ( l ) = | ; as χ decreases, a(x)

decreases to 0 in the center of the spectrum (at χ

= V2), and with further decrease of the energy it changes

sign, and at low energies reaches the value

«(O)ai-i-(sic) (cf. Fig. 3)

2. The asymmetry coefficient for the electrons with

energies less than a given energy is

(6)

From this it follows that in the Feynman—Gell-Mann

theory the asymmetry coefficient-averaged over the,

entire spectrum has the value: a (< 1) = -%.

3. The asymmetry coefficient for the electrons with

energies greater than a given energy is

+ 3*3 Λ
2-:r> J •

Graphs of these functions are shown in Fig. 3.

FIG. 3. Asymmetry coeffi-
cients for π -> μ -» e decay in
the two-component theory of
the neutrino, a (x) is the
asymmetry coefficient for the
positrons with energy x;
a(<x), for those with energies
from 0 to x; and a(>x), for
those with energies from χ
to 1.

1.0

The values quoted for the coefficients a (x), a (> x),

and a (< x) are those obtained in the theory that does

not take into account radiative corrections. The appro-

priate corrections have been calculated in papers by

Kinoshita and Sirlin47'49 and by V. Kuznetsov.46 On the

graph of a (< χ) the dashed part shows the quantity

a (< χ) calculated with the radiative corrections in-

cluded.46'47 We see that the radiative corrections are

important in the low-energy region, where they de-

crease the asymmetry coefficient by 30 to 40 percent,

but do not affect the asymmetry coefficient at high en-

ergies.

85 Mev
77-meson beam

Graphite absorber
to stop 77 mesons

FIG. 4. Scheme of the
experiment of Garwin, Le-
derman, and Weinrich,2

made to study parity con-
servation in π -» μ -» e
decay.

Counters that pro-
vide the "gate"
pulse at 0.75 to

2.00 μββο

Electron
telescope

•—~] Magnetizing
coil

Graphite
J target

Magnetic
shield

*0£

The first experiment in which the spatial asymme-

try in π —• μ — e decay was observed was that of

Garwin, Lederman, and Weinrich.2 The scheme of this

experiment is shown in Fig. 4. The beam of monochro-

matic 7Γ+ mesons, brought out from the accelerator in

the usual way, contained about 10 percent μ+ mesons,

which mainly came from the decay of the π mesons in

flight, near the cyclotron target and in the whole course

of their passage through the deflecting and collimating

system. The separation of the π and μ mesons was

made by the usual method of absorption in a graphite

block, which stopped the π+ mesons but let through μ+

mesons with the same initial momentum. The μ me-

sons were finally stopped in a graphite target. The

incidence of a μ meson on the target was registered

by a coincidence pulse from the scintillation counters

1 and 2. The subsequent μ —» e decay in the graphite

target was detected by an electron telescope of two

scintillation counters (3 and 4). The diagram shows

a telescope of three counters 3, 4, and 5; this corre-

sponds to a later variation of the experiment, in which

the dependence of the asymmetry on the energy of the

decay positrons was measured.

The front of the coincidence pulse from counters 1

and 2 was shifted by 0.75 psec and opened an electronic

circuit for 1.25 μββο. Thus the system counted elec-

trons that emerged from the graphite target in the

time interval from 0.75 to 2.00 μββο after the stopping

of a meson in the target. Let us assume that the μ

mesons are polarized in the direction of their motion.

The problem in the experiment is to look for an asym-
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metry of the spatial distribution of the electrons rela-
tive to this direction, characterized [cf. Eq. (1)] by
the angle S- between the directions of motion of the μ
meson and emergence of the decay electron. As can
be seen from the diagram, in the absence of any mag-
netic field at the carbon target the electron telescope
registers electrons for which & is close to 100°. If a
current flows through the coil shown in Fig. 4, then in
the constant magnetic field Η perpendicular to the
plane of the drawing the spin of the μ* meson will pre-
cess at the frequency ω = geH/(2n^c) rad/sec (g is
the gyromagnetic ratio for the μ meson and πΐμ is
its mass), and the angular distribution will be turned
along with the spin around the direction of the μ -
meson beam. Thus the angular distribution of the
decay electrons can be obtained with unchanged geom-
etry of the experiment by varying the current in the
winding; to each value of the current there corre-
sponds a certain mean angle of rotation of the μ -me-
son spin. The experimental curve obtained with a
graphite target is shown in Fig. 5. The current in the
magnetizing coil is plotted as abscissa (the maximum
field intensity in the region of the target was 50 gauss),
and the ordinate is the ratio of the number of counts Ν
to the number of counts in the same time interval with-
out the magnetic field. The solid curve corresponds to
the theoretical distribution of the type 1 + a cos & with
a = - V3 and with the gyromagnetic ratio of the μ* me-
son taken equal to +2.00. The theoretical curve takes
into account the solid angle of the telescope that regis-
tered the electrons and the exponential decrease of
the number of μ* mesons during the time the gate is
open. We see that the experimental data are in excel-
lent agreement with this curve; this led the authors to
a number of conclusions that are now well known:

1. There is parity nonconservation in both the
it —- μ and the μ —• e decays.

2. There is a very strong asymmetry in the distri-
bution for mesons decaying in graphite, close to the
maximum asymmetry a = — % predicted by the theory.

3. The gyromagnetic ratio for the μ meson equals
the value of g for a particle obeying the Dirac equa-
tion.

Subsequent experiments made in many laboratories

1

U-
-m -aw

Current in magnetizing coil
FIG. 5. Asymmetry of the spatial distribution of the electrons

from π -* μ -» e decay in graphite. The abscissa is the current
in the magnetizing coil, and the ordinate is the number of counts in
the electron telescope.

greatly extended these results and improved their ac-
curacy. These experiments included studies of the de-
pendence of the asymmetry coefficient on the substance
in which the μ mesons are stopped and of its variation
with the positron energy, and measurements of the
magnetic moment of the μ meson.

We shall return to these experiments in the appro-
priate parts of this survey. Before further discussion
let us examine the qualitative explanation of the Leder-
man experiment from the point of view of the theory of
the two-component neutrino.

As is well known, in the theory of the two-component
neutrino the spin of the neutrino must be directed pa-
rallel (or else antiparallel) to its momentum. In ac-
cordance with this we introduce a new quantum number
for the neutrino, its helicity H, which has the value Η
= +1 or Η = — 1, depending on which of these two pos-
sibilities exists in reality. By means of the idea of the
helicity of the neutrino the phenomenon of polarization
in ir —• μ decay and of asymmetry in the subsequent
μ —- e decay can be intuitively illustrated. Since the
spin of the π meson is zero, 1 = 0, and the spin of the
neutrino is parallel or antiparallel to its momentum,
it follows from the law of conservation of spin that the
μ meson emitted in the direction opposite to the neu-
trino must have the same helicity as the neutrino, Ημ

= Eu = 1 or else Ημ = Η,, = - 1 (Fig. 6).
In the subsequent decay of the μ meson

μ—>e + v -f- ν

we confine ourselves to a discussion of the extreme
case in which the electron receives the maximum en-
ergy possible in the decay. Then the neutrino and
antineutrino have equal momenta, and the momentum
of the electron is opposite to them. The total angular
momentum carried away by the neutrino and antineu-
trino emitted in the same direction is zero (the helic-
ity of the antineutrino is opposite to that of the neu-
trino ), and there remains for the electron the whole
spin of the μ meson. But the electron, just like the
neutrino, has a longitudinal polarization, i.e., a defi-
nite helicity. Therefore the direction of its emission
can only be colinear with the direction of emission of
the μ meson in the π —• μ decay: it will be in this
direction if the helicities of the μ meson and the elec-
tron are the same, and will be in the opposite direction

X II
FIG. 6. Helicities of par-

ticles in π -» μ -> e decay.

/
L'-h -1*1-1

X I -I l-l

•μ',
I t>= l-l

X - l - l
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if the electron has the helicity opposite to that of the

μ meson.

Thus the helicities of the light particles produced

in the decay give an intuitive explanation of the appear-

ance of an asymmetry.

The experiment of Garwin et al.2 showed that the

positron from the μ -— e decay is emitted in the di-

rection opposite to the direction of emission of the μ

meson in the preceding π — μ decay. From this it

at once follows that its helicity is opposite to that of

the μ meson, and thus also to that of the neutrino that

is produced in the IT — μ decay.

The experiment of Garwin et al. does not, however,

enable us to make a choice between the possibilities

π+-^μ* + ν and π*-^>μ* +v,

shown in Fig. 6, and to solve the problem of what par-

ticle is emitted in the π —* μ decay, a neutrino or an

antineutrino we need a direct measurement of the he-

licities of the particles produced in β decay. We shall

return to this problem in the chapter on the measure-

ment of the helicities of the light particles.

Now let us examine the investigations of the energy

dependence of the asymmetry coefficient.

Experiments Made by Electronic Methods Using

Counters and Magnetic Spectrometers. It is well

known that the first experiment of Garwin et al. did

not confirm the theoretically predicted sharp increase

of the asymmetry coefficient with increasing energy.

For example, when they placed between the counters 3,

4 of the electron telescope (Fig. 4) absorbers corre-

sponding to electron ranges of 8 g/cm2 (electrons of

energy E e > 25 Mev) and 16 g/cm2 (E e > 35 Mev),

the authors found practically no increase of the ratio

of maximum to minimum; in the former case it was

1.86 ± 0.20, and in the latter, 1.92 ± 0.19, instead of

the expected 2.5. The reason for such a weak increase

of the asymmetry coefficient in these measurements is

FIG. 7. Energy de-
pendence of the asymme-
try in π -» μ -» e decay
according to the data
of Weinrich.50·1"

FIG. 8. Energy depend-
ence of the asymmetry in
η •* μ -» e decay according
to the data of Mukhin, Oz-
erov, and Pontecorvo."
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that the electrons emit γ -ray quanta in the absorber.

The y -rays so produced are registered by the counters

through secondary effects, mainly the Compton effect.

This deceptively increases the apparent range of the

slow electrons and smears out the growth of the asym-

metry coefficient. In a second paper by the Columbia

group50 measures were taken against the registration

of electrons through their bremsstrahlung: the

number of scintillation counters in the telescope was

increased to three (see Fig. 4) and the graphite ab-

sorber was divided into two parts. Mukhin, Ozerov,

and Pontecorvo51 have gone still further in this direc-

tion, using an apparatus in which the electron tele-

scope consisted of 5 rows of scintillation counters, be-

tween which there were 4 layers of polyethylene ab-

sorbers. The results of these authors are shown in

Figs. 7 and 8, where the abscissas are absorber thick-

nesses in g/cm2 and the minimum electron energies

corresponding to these thicknesses, and the ordinates

are the measured values of the asymmetry; in the first

case these values are just the ratios of maximum to

minimum intensities on curves like that of Fig. 5, and

in the second case the ordinates are actual values of

the asymmetry coefficient. The solid curves on the

two figures give the theoretical behavior of the asym-

metry according to the theory of the two-component

neutrino, corrected for the variations of the efficiency

of the detecting system with angle and energy. As can

be seen from these curves, the experimental data agree

with the theory of the two-component neutrino.

Kruger and Crowe52 have studied the energy depend-

ence of the asymmetry coefficient by a magnetic-spec-

trometer method. The scheme of their experiment is

shown in Fig. 9. The beam of μ mesons, previously

freed from π mesons by absorption, was stopped in a

target which was inclosed together with Helmholz

coils in a magnetic shield. When there was no current

in the coils the μ mesons retained their polarization

and the electrons reaching the magnetic spectrometer

corresponded to "forward" emission, i.e., to the mini-

mum intensity 1(0). When the Helmholtz coils were

turned on there was a vertical field of 55 gauss, which

made the μ mesons precess and produced complete de-

polarization. The intensity I(H) with the field Η

turned on corresponded to the symmetrical term of
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Magnetic field

105-Mev
7T-meson beam ^__^
from cyclotron Graphitei·

absorberY .
for Magnetic Helmholtz

•π mesons shield c o l l s

/x-meson targets
Plastic scintillation
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ISf Spectrometer

Plastic scintil-
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occupying
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of vacuum
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FIG. 9. Experiment of Kruget and Crowe for measuring the
energy dependence of the asymmetry in π -» μ -» e decay by
means of a magnetic spectrometer.

Eq. (1). Knowing 1(0) and I(H) and the energy
resolution of the apparatus, one can calculate the
asymmetry for a given energy registered by the spec-
trometer. The energy dependence a(x) obtained in
this work is shown in Fig. 10. It shows good agree-
ment with the theory of the two-component neutrino.

FIG. 10. Dependence
a(x) of the asymmetry coef-
ficient on the energy, ac-
cording to the data of Kru-
ger and Crowe. Solid line
is a(x) according to the
theory of the two-compo-
nent neutrino.

0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 S 9 W

The energy dependence of the asymmetry coefficient
has also been measured in a paper by Cassels et al.53

(Liverpool group). To determine the energy of the de-
cay electrons these authors used a large Nal crystal
of diameter 15 cm and length 12.5 cm, in which there
was practically complete absorption of the electrons
(Fig. 11) or their secondary radiation. This scintilla-
tion spectrometer distinguishes this apparatus from
another apparatus used by the Liverpool group of in-
vestigators, in which measurements were made on the
asymmetry of the decay in various substances and on
the magnetic moment of the μ meson (cf. Fig. 35).

Graphite
target

Homogeneous
field /

0 2 4 g
FIG. 11. The experiment of Cassels et al ." to measure the ener-

gy dependence of the asymmetry in π -» μ -» e decay.

The ratio of the asymmetry coefficients measured
in this experiment for the cases in which the scintilla-
tion spectrometer registers electrons with energy
larger than 48 Mev and for all the incident decay elec-
trons is 2.79 ± 0.39, whereas after the introduction
of corrections for the conditions of the experiment the
theory of the two-component neutrino calls for this
ratio to be 2.32 ± 0.06. Thus also for the results ob-
tained by this method we can assert that there is agree-
ment with the two-component theory.

Experiments Made with the Emulsion Method. In the
study of the energy dependence of the spatial asymme-
try of the electrons the emulsion method has a number
of advantages over other methods. First, it has ex-
traordinarily good angular resolution: the angle between
the directions of the μ meson and the decay electron
can easily be measured with an accuracy of about 1
percent. Second, the track of the electron in the emul-
sion can be seen from the point of the decay to the
point where it passes out of the emulsion. This means
that there is no "dead" space, as there is in experi-
ments with targets in which the μ mesons are ab-
sorbed, and there is no lower limit on the energy that
can be observed; the emulsion method allows the reg-
istration of the entire spectrum of the decay electrons,
beginning at a few Mev, with practically the same effi-
ciency. Third, the energy of a decay positron in the
emulsion is determined by a direct method, based on
its Coulomb scattering in the fields of the nuclei,
whereas in experiments by electronic methods (with-
out magnetic analysis) the energy is determined from
the absorption, by a comparatively indirect method.
We may add to this that the experiments we have con-
sidered hitherto, made by electronic methods, have
required many tens and hundreds of hours of operation
of the accelerator, whereas the corresponding ex-
posures of emulsions can be made in hours. The first
measurements of the energy dependence of the asym-
metry coefficient were made in a research by Vaisen-
berg and Smirnit-skii.54 Figure 12 shows the data ob-
tained in this work. In this diagram the abscissas are
values of the energy x, and the ordinates are values
of the asymmetry coefficient determined from mean
values of cos S-, where & is the angle between the
projections on the plane of the emulsion of the direc-
tions of emission of the μ meson and the electron.
The solid curve (1) gives the theoretical energy de-

BS
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Τ
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w I7t 777,777,
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X

0.2 as to 1.2

FIG. 12. The integrated asymmetry coefficient a(>x) as ob-
tained by emulsion measurements."
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pendence of the asymmetry coefficient; the shaded
region (2 and 3) corresponds to the theoretical curve
as smeared out by the dispersion of the observations
(the upper curve is for the smallest dispersion, the
lower for the largest). This diagram shows a rapid
rise of the integrated coefficient with increasing en-
ergy, which is in agreement with the predictions of
the two-component theory. Similar results have been
obtained by Babayan and others,55 by Castagnoli and
others,56'57 and by Besson and Brisson-Fouche.38

It has been possible to obtain much more accurate
data by placing the emulsions in a strong magnetic
field, which removes the depolarization and thus in-
creases the observed asymmetry coefficient (see
Chapter 7). Figure 13 shows the differential spec-
trum of values of the asymmetry coefficient, meas-
ured in an emulsion placed in a magnetic field of
17,000 gauss.58 Here the asymmetry coefficient was
found to rise from a s -0.08 ±0.01 to a = 0.28
± 0.02 (see Chapter 7). In Fig. 13 the abscissas are
positron energies and the ordinates are measured
values of the asymmetry coefficient in the respective
energy intervals. The dashed curves show the theo-
retical energy dependence predicted by the two-com-
ponent theory, as smeared out by the extreme condi-
tions of the measurements; the experimental data are
in agreement with the theory of the two-component
neutrino.

The energy dependence of the asymmetry coeffi-
cient has also been studied in bubble chambers, by
measurements of the multiple scattering of the posi-
trons.5 9"6 1 The data obtained by this method are also
in qualitative agreement with the theory of the two-
component neutrino.

3.4. The Asymmetry of the Spatial Distribution of the
Positrons in the Low-energy Region

The theory of the two-component neutrino calts for
a very special behavior of the asymmetry coefficient
in the low-energy region (cf. Fig. 3): at energies close
to zero the asymmetry coefficient a (x) is equal in
magnitude and opposite in sign (i.e., it is positive) to
the mean asymmetry coefficient a (< 1), and de-

FIG. 13. The en-
ergy dependence of
the asymmetry a(x)
as found from mea-
surements in an
emulsion placed in
a strong magnetic
field."

creases as the energy increases. In the center of the
spectrum, at χ = V2, the asymmetry coefficient van-
ishes, a (x) = 0, and the integrated coefficient a
(< x) vanishes at χ = %. A test of the theory in the
low-energy region is difficult, because low-energy
electrons are scantily represented in the spectrum:
at low energies the number of particles with energies
smaller than χ is proportional to x3. From the data
given above on the energy dependence of the asymme-
try coefficient it indeed follows that the asymmetry
vanishes at the center of the spectrum. In order to
observe the expected change of sign of the asymmetry
at the very lowest energies it is necessary to examine
measurements made by the emulsion method or with
bubble chambers, where the initial parts of the elec-
tron tracks are accessible to measurement.

In reference 62 such an examination was made of
all known results obtained from determinations of the
energies of slow positrons from measurements of the
multiple scattering in emulsions or bubble chambers.
In Table IV we present the conclusions of this paper,
in which data from references 63, 38, 55, 56, and 64
are used.

Forward g N f ~ N b
excess Ν

Forward excess ex-
pected from theory

TABLE IV

Energy range Δ χ

0-0.3'

total
num-

ber of
par-

ticles
Ν

600

emit-
ted
for-
ward
N,

320

emit-
ted

back-
ward
N h

280

+0,07+0.04

+0,04

0—0.6

Ν

1779

N f

879

—0.01+(

N b

900

0

In the energy range 0—0.3 the total number of par-
ticles observed in these researches was 600 (320 were
emitted forward, and 280 backward). This corresponds
to a forward excess of δ = (Nf-ND)/(Nf + Nb) = 0.07
±0.04. In the range 0 — 0.6 the observed value of the
forward excess was δ = (879 -900)/l779 = -0.01
± 0.02.

If we take into account the smearing out of the theo-
retical spectrum caused by the conditions of the meas-
urements, the differences in the mean values of the
asymmetry coefficient and in the experimental geom-
etry in the researches described in references 63, 38,
55, 56, and 64, and also the decrease of the asymmetry
coefficient in the low-energy region on account of radi-
ative corrections, then the expected values of the for-
ward excess are about 0.04 in the energy range 0 — 0.3
and about 0 in the range 0 — 0.6. Thus the data that
have been obtained in the low-energy region do not
contradict the predictions of the two-component theory.
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4. THE HELICITIES OF THE LEPTONS AND THE LAW
OF CONSERVATION OF LEPTONIC CHARGE

Here we shall examine the experimental data that
confirm the hypothesis of the conservation of leptonic
charge. We shall begin with the phenomena of nuclear
β decay. We use the name neutrino for the neutral
particle that is produced in the capture of an electron
by a proton (K capture)

• n + v. (7)

Then it is obvious that the neutral particle produced in
the forced decay of the proton,

V, (8)

is also a neutrino. We shall suppose that the leptonic
charge of the neutrino is +1, i.e., that the neutrino is
a lepton. Then if the law of conservation of leptons is
valid, it follows from Eqs. (7) and (8) that the positron
is an antilepton and the electron is a lepton.

From the decay of the neutron

η —> ρ + e~ + ν

it follows that the neutral particle that is produced in
this decay is an antineutrino (an antilepton).

Let us consider the decay of the μ* meson

If the leptonic charge is conserved, then the leptonic
charges of the μ meson and the positron are equal.
Consequently the μ+ meson is an antilepton. It follows
from this that the neutrino produced in the decay of the

π meson

is a lepton (it has negative helicity, just like the neu-
trino produced in nuclear Κ capture), and an antineu-
trino is produced in the decay of the π" meson.

Thus, calling the neutrino from the reaction (7) a
lepton and assuming the conservation of leptonic charge,
we must ascribe to the particles the following leptonic
charges:

Lepton

1)

The question of the helicities of these particles can
be settled by experiment. It is well known that in nu-
clear β decay the theory of the two-component neu-
trino predicts two possibilities:

1. The V and A interactions occur in β decay and
a neutrino of negative helicity is emitted.

2. The S, T, and Ρ interactions exist, and the neu-
trino has positive helicity.

The most direct determinations of the helicity of the

neutrino in β decay have been made by Goldhaber and
others,65 who used the method of resonance scattering
of γ rays to measure the polarization of the neutrinos
emitted in Κ -electron capture. From these experi-
ments it follows that the helicity of the neutrino is
negative (left-handed), which, together with experi-
ments on the electron-neutrino angular correlation in
β decay66 confirms the first of the possibilities pro-
vided by the theory.

Knowing the helicity of the neutrino from nuclear β
decay and using the law of conservation of leptonic
charge, we can predict the helicities of the particles
involved in the sequence of π — μ — e decays. In fact,
an analysis of the experiment of Garwin and others2

from the point of view of the ideas of the two-compo-
nent theory about the helicities of the light particles
(see Fig. 6) shows that if the law of conservation of
leptons is true, then the electron from the μ decay
and the neutrino from the π decay must have opposite
helicities. But the neutrino from the π decay is a lep-
ton, for which the experiments of Goldhaber and oth-
ers6 6 have established negative helicity. This means
that the positron from μ* decay must have the opposite
helicity, i.e., positive helicity (and the electron from
μ" decay must have negative helicity).

If the helicity of the electrons from μ — e decay
is measured, its agreement with the predicted sign
will be a confirmation that the same neutrino is in-
volved in light-meson decay and in β decay, and that
the law of conservation of leptonic charge holds for
these decays.

Let us now consider the experiments in which the
helicity of the electrons from μ decay has been meas-
ured.6 7·6 8 These experiments are based on the fact
that the bremsstrahlung emitted by longitudinally po-
larized electrons preserves the helicity of the elec-
trons, i.e., it has a circular polarization whose direc-
tion is unambiguously related to the helicity of the
electrons. Now, the direction of the circular polari-
zation of the bremsstrahlung γ -ray quanta can be
measured by the Compton scattering of the γ rays in
magnetized iron:69 if the γ rays are propagated through
the iron in the direction of the applied field, then a
change of the direction of the field increases or de-
creases the transparency of the iron absorber for the
γ rays, depending on the direction of their circular
polarization.

The degree of longitudinal polarization of the elec-
trons from μ —' e decay has been calculated by many
authors.24·29 We present the result in the form ob-
tained by Uberall29 for the theory of the two-component
neutrino

P =
- 2 z ) + (l — 2i)cos< • l i

-2ζ + ξ(1 — 2z)cosfl •

Here ξ is the asymmetry parameter and S- is the
angle between the spin of the μ meson and the direc-
tion of emission of the electron. It follows from this
formula that if the asymmetry parameter has the value
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4 = 1, the electrons have 100 percent polarization,
which does not depend on the angle £. This means that
even unpolarized μ mesons are a source of completely
polarized electrons.

The helicity of the electrons produced in μ —» e de-
cay has been measured by the indicated method in a re-
search by Culligan and others67 performed at the Liver-
pool accelerator, and by Macq and others68 in Berkeley.
Figure 14 is the diagram of the apparatus from refer-
ence 67. The π* mesons were stopped in the carbon
target C, where the sequence of π — μ—«-e decays
occurred. (In the measurement of the helicity of elec-
trons the μ" mesons arising from the decay of π" me-
sons in flight were stopped in the target.) The elec-
trons emerging from the target were stopped in a lead
plate. The polarization of the γ rays so produced was
studied with an analyzer consisting of a block of iron
magnetized by a coil and a scintillation γ -ray counter
(Nal), which measured the transparency of the iron
absorber for two opposite directions of magnetization
— parallel and antiparallel to the direction of propa-
gation of the γ rays. One of the main difficulties in
this experiment was the avoidance of effects of the
magnetic field on the scintillation counters. For this
purpose all the multipliers were carefully shielded
with soft iron and μ -metal, and the stray field of the
magnet near the γ -ray counter was compensated by
special windings shown in Fig. 14. A test showed that
the effect of the stray field on the operation of the
photomultiplier can be neglected.

Lead
Compensating

coils

FIG. 14. Measurement of the helicity of the electrons from μ -» e
decay (experiment of Liverpool group).67

To calibrate the system the Liverpool group67

used bremsstrahlung from the β particles of Y90,
which are known to be highly polarized. In the cali-
bration a 100 mC source of Y90 was inserted instead
of the carbon target and the spectrum of the pulses
in the γ -ray counter was measured for the two direc-

FIG. 15. Calibration of the
"helicity" analyzer with y rays
from the bremsstrahlung
of Υ90 β rays. The abscissa is
the pulse amplitude in the y-
ray counter (Mev), and the or-
dinate is the difference of the
numbers of counts with oppo-
site directions of the magnetic
field (in percent).

tions of the field. The result so obtained is shown in
Fig. 15, where the pulse size in the γ-ray counter
(in Mev) is plotted as abscissa, and the ordinate is
the difference between the counts with the two opposite
directions of the magnetic field. The curve clearly
shows both the existence of the effect and its increase
as the degree of polarization of the γ rays increases
with increasing energy. The experimental results for
μ+ and μ" mesons are shown in Fig. 16. Here the
quantities plotted are the same as in Fig. 15. We see,
first, that the effect of the magnetic field exists, and
that it has opposite signs for μ+ and μ" mesons. The
integrated effect for γ -ray energies larger than 12
Mev is +4.7 ± 1.2 percent for μ+ mesons and -5.6
± 2.3 percent for μ" mesons. The values found for
this quantity in reference 68, for y rays of energies
larger than 8 Mev, were +6.1 ± 0.7 and —4.9 ± 1.5
percent, respectively, which agrees with the theortic-
ally expected value of the asymmetry for 100 percent
polarization of the electrons. In the case of μ+ mesons
the transparency of the magnet is larger in the case in
which its north pole is turned toward the source of γ
rays. Since the cross section for Compton scattering
is smaller if the spin directions of the γ -ray photon
and the electron coincide, this result means that in
this case the photons, and thus also the positrons that
produced them, have positive helicity. The correspond
ing result for the helicity of the electrons from μ de-
cay is that it is negative.

FIG. 16. Experimental
data for measurements of
helicities of electrons;
the coordinates are the
same as in Fig. 15.

30 40

Ι Ζ
Pulse amplitude (Mev)

These results are thus in agreement with the follow-
ing assumptions:

1) the two-component theory holds, with the neu-
trino having negative helicity;

2) the law of conservation of leptons is valid;
3) there exists universal Fermi interaction con-

taining the V and A interaction types;
4) e+ and e~ are completely polarized in μ —' e

decay. The experiments we have considered show that
the neutral particle produced in the decay of the π+

meson has negative helicity, so that from the two pos-
sibilities indicated on page 206 we can choose the first

π * - ^ μ * + neutrino.
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5. THE MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE μ MESON

The measurement of the magnetic moment of the μ
meson is of fundamental significance for an under-
standing of the nature of this particle. In the weak in-
teractions the μ meson takes part as a lepton; that is,
with respect to the weak interactions it has all the
properties of the electron except that its mass is 207
times that of the electron. This is the most surprising
paradox in elementary-particle physics, and theory
evidently possesses no means of solving it. If the μ
meson is*actually a "heavy electron" its magnetic mo-
ment must be described by the Dirac equation, just as
is that of the electron.

The magnetic moment of a Dirac particle is

_ eh

Owing to its interaction with the zero-point vibra-
tions of the electromagnetic field a Dirac particle with
this magnetic moment acquires an additional magnetic
moment. Calculations of this additional magnetic mo-
ment, caused by radiative corrections, have been car-
ried out in papers by Karplus and Kroll,71 Sommer-
field,72 and Petermann73 to fourth order in the charge.
The theoretical values of the magnetic moments of the
electron and the μ meson accepted at present are 7 2 · 7 3

= 1.0011596

(ge = 2· 1.0011596)

vation in IT —- μ —• e decay was brought to light, also
gave a measurement of the magnetic moment of the μ
meson (cf. page 201). This measurement reduces to
a measurement of the precession frequency ω of the
spin of the μ meson in a magnetic field H. The fre-
quency of precession is given by

for the electron and

.A. +0.75-^·) =1.0011654 μ0

(gn = 2-1.0011654)

•eH rad/sec

for the μ meson. Here the fine-structure constant a
is taken to be given by a" 1 = 137.039,74 and the gyro-
magnetic ratio g is expressed in its usual units e/2mc.

The most precise direct measurement of the mag-
netic moment of the electron is that made recently by
Schupp and others.75 To determine the magnetic mo-
ment of the electron these authors used an observa-
tion of the difference between the spin-precession fre-
quency and the cyclotron frequency. The polarization
of the electrons was obtained by Mott scattering, and
this same method was used to analyze the degree of
polarization after the electron passed through the mag-
netic field. The value obtained

ge = 2 · (1.0011612 ±0.0000024)
c

is in good agreement with the predictions of the theory, «p
and the precision of these measurements is about five | ° i
times that of the well known determinations of the mag- ζ ί,
netic moment of the electron76'77 in which this magnetic
moment was compared with that of the proton.

After these preliminary remarks we turn to the re-
searches in which the magnetic moment of the μ meson
has been measured.

As we have seen, the very first work of Garwin,
Lederman, and Weinrich,2 in which parity nonconser-

from which relation, knowing the mass m^ of the μ
meson and measuring the field H, one can determine
the value of the gyromagnetic ratio gμ+. Πι reference
2 the value found for the quantity g»+ was

gtl+ = 2.00 ± 0.02.

By this same method of the spin precession in a con-
stant magnetic field Cassels and others,78 working at
the Liverpool cyclotron, have obtained a more exact
value of the gyromagnetic ratio of the μ meson. We
have shown a diagram of their experiment in the chap-
ter on the depolarization of μ* mesons; the experimen-
tal data from which the magnetic moment of the μ me-
son was found, i.e., the distribution in time of the pulses
in the electron counter, corrected for the exponential
decay of the μ mesons during the time of the observa-
tions, are shown in Fig. 17. An analysis of this curve
by the method of least squares shows that if we try to
fit these data with a relation of the form

A + Β cos (2n/f + 6),

the best agreement is obtained with

/ = -^- = (1.382 ± 0.006) Mcs/sec

For the field strength that was used, Η = 101.9 ± 0.3
gauss and the meson mass 206.84± 0.12, this frequency
corresponds to the gyromagnetic ratio

gu = 2 (1.002 ±0.007).

The error shown includes both the statistical fluc-
tuations (0.4 percent) and the error in the value of
the magnetic field, the uncertainty associated with the
drift of the electronic system, and the error from the
uncertainty in the mass of the μ meson. Thus the val-
ues of the magnetic moment of the μ meson measured
from the frequency of its precession in a constant field
confirm, to accuracy about 0.7 percent, that the mag-
netic moment of the μ meson agrees with that of a
Dirac particle. This accuracy, however, is still in-

so

as w is 2J)
μ sec

Η 3.0 3.5 it

FIG. 17. The precess ion of the spin of the μ meson in a mag-

net ic f i e ld ." The a b s c i s s a i s the time; the ordinates are the num-

bers of decay e lec trons .
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sufficient to detect the radiative correction to the mag-
netic moment, which has a value close to 0.1 percent.

It must be noted that in all methods that determine
the magnetic moment of the μ meson from the spin
precession in a magnetic field the accuracy of the
measurement of the magnetic moment is limited by
the accuracy with which the mass of the μ meson is
known. We have seen (page 196) that at present the
best value of the mass is 206.86 ± 0.11. Even if all of
the errors in the measurements were eliminated or
sharply diminished, this uncertainty would still give
an error close to 0.05 percent in the value of the mag-
netic moment. This accuracy has indeed been attained
in a research by Lundy and others,79 who used an ex-
tremely clever and effective method of " stroboscopic
coincidences" suggested by Telegdi.

The idea of the method is as follows. Suppose a
beam of μ mesons polarized parallel to their motion
is stopped at the time t = 0 in a target placed in a
magnetic field perpendicular to the spins of the mesons
(cf. Fig. 18).

Π s

4-—ο
FIG. 18. Idea of the method

of stroboscopic coincidences.

Then because of the spin precession in the magnetic
field the intensity of the electrons emitted from the ta r-
get in the given direction TS varies according to the
law

exp f — — J (1 — a cos u>Ht),

where τ is the lifetime of the
asymmetry coefficient, and

meson, a is the

We place at S a counter for electrons. Then ω/2ττ
times per second it will intersect the beam of electrons
emerging from the target in the direction TS, at the
instants when the spins of the μ mesons have the op-
posite direction. If by means of an electronic system
we open the counter for the first time at the instant
t = 0, and then open it periodically with the frequency
ω/2π, then the maximum number of counts of the
counter, which registers high-energy electrons, will
be observed when the frequency at which it is opened
agrees with the frequency of the spin precession of the
μ meson. A diagram of the apparatus is shown in Fig.
19. The beam of μ mesons (indicated by the arrow)
was stopped in the target (graphite or bromoform,
8 g/cm 2 ). The magnetic field, produced by a large
permanent magnet, was perpendicular to the direction
of the meson beam, and thus also perpendicular to the
spins of the μ mesons. The stopping of the μ mesons
in the target was registered by coincidences of count-
ers 1, 2, 3, and the decay electron was registered by
coincidences of 2, 3, 4. The electronic part of the ap-
paratus was constructed so that the pulse of the 1, 2,
3 coincidence turned on an oscillator of frequency

FIG. 19. Measure-
ment of the magnetic
moment of the μ
meson by the method
of stroboscopic coin-

cidences.

Scale | 0 t 2 finches

48.63 Mcs, which then stayed on for 6 μββο. The train
of high-frequency oscillations was fed to the parallel
inputs of two coincidence circuits R and AR, which
respond to negative inputs only. The other two inputs
of the coincidence circuits received the pulses from
the electron counter 3, shifted by a line in such a way
that a pulse that was physically simultaneous with that
in counter 2 reached the coincidence circuit R at a
maximum of the high-frequency oscillation, and reached
AR a half period later. With this arrangement of the
circuit, if the precession frequency agrees with the
generator frequency, WJJ = ω, then the pulse from the
decay electron in 3 will cause a coincidence in R and
not cause one in AR. Thus by measuring the ratio of
the coincidences R/AR as the frequency of the gener-
ator was varied, one could measure the resonance fre-
quency by locating the maximum of this ratio. The
measurements were made with a constant field of 3700
gauss, and the resonance was obtained by varying the
frequency fosc of the high-frequency field. The reso-
nance curve is shown in Fig. 20; the abscissa is the
ratio of fosc to the proton resonance frequency fp.
The value found for this ratio at the maximum of the
curve was

^ = 3.1830 ±0.0011.

To get from this ratio the value of the gyromagnetic
ratio gμ+ for the μ* meson, we must know its mass,
and also the mass m p and magnetic moment μρ of
the proton:

FIG. 20. Reso-
nance curve ob-
tained by the
method of strobo-
scopic coinci-
dences.

3JS 3JB 3J7 3JS 3.19 320 4Zf 3J22
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Taking πΐμ = 206.86 ± 0.11 m e, m p = 1836.1 m e, and
μρ = 2.7927 nuclear magneton,80 we get

gll = 2 (1.0015 ±0.0006).

In a paper by Garwin and others81 it is stated that
the Chicago group has obtained a somewhat better value
of ίμ /fp for a target of Al and bromoform. With the
new value

the corresponding gyromagnetic ratio is

^ = 2(1.0017 + 0.0006),

which is to be compared with the theoretical value
2 χ 1.00116.* Thus by this method it has been possible
to attain an accuracy close to 0.06 percent, and almost
all of this error is due to the uncertainty in the meas-
urement of the mass of the μ meson. The accuracy of
the method of "stroboscopic coincidences" has been
considerably improved in work done by Garwin and
others.81 These authors increased the precession fre-
quency and decidedly improved the accuracy with which
the time interval between the μ meson's reaching the
target and the emission of the electron was registered.
Owing to this the accuracy of the determination of the
resonance frequency was improved to 0.007 percent, so
that at present the entire error in the determination of
the magnetic moment of the μ meson is due to the un-
certainty in its mass.

The data obtained by these authors are as follows:

Target

Aluminum

Bromoform

Measured ratio ίμ + /ίρ

3.1847 ± 0.0003
3.1848 ± 0.0003

3.1846 ± 0.0002

With these results, if we use the values of the
masses of the μ meson and proton given above, and the
proton magnetic moment μρ = 2.7927 nuclear magne-
ton, we get

£μ += 2 (1.0020 ± 0.0005),

which exceeds the gyromagnetic ratio predicted by the
theory by 1.6 times the standard error. If we use the
value given on page 197 for the lower limit on the mass
of the μ meson, which is known with great certainty,

we get

. > (206.77 ± 0.04),

£ μ + § 2 (1,00154 ±0.00022),

•Similar measurements, but with much less accuracy, have been
made with μ~ mesons (in graphite) in a field of 300 gauss ( f o s c =
3.945 Mes) produced by Helmholtz coils. The value of the gyromag-
netic ratio so obtained i s

glx- = 2 (0.9993 ± 0.0042).

which also does not agree with the theoretical value.
Coffin, Garwin, and others82 have measured the mag-
netic moment of the μ+ meson by a magnetic-resonance
method. In these measurements the signal indicating
the fact that reorientation of the spin of the μ meson
had occurred was the change of the asymmetry of the
emission of positrons in the μ+—- e+ decay. The ap-
paratus is shown in Fig. 21. The target, placed in a
solenoid in which a high-frequency field was excited,

FIG. 21. Measurement of magnetic moment of the μ meson by
magnetic resonance method.

and the scintillators, were between the poles of an
electromagnet which produced a constant magnetic
field parallel to the spins of the μ+ mesons. After
first being slowed down in a graphite absorber placed
in a channel through one pole of the electromagnet, the
mesons were stopped in the target. The stopping of μ*
mesons was registered by coincidences 1, 2, 3, 4. Be-
sides this, the pulse from 1, 2, 3, 4 started the excita-
tion of the high-frequency coil and opened the circuit
for the registration of decay electrons. This circuit
was opened for 3 μββο, beginning 2 μββο after the 1, 2,
3, 4 coincidence. The circuit registered decay posi-
trons that were emitted backward during the 3-μββο
time interval, which were counted by 2, 3, T, 4 coinci-
dences. The pulsed radio-frequency field Ht excited
in the solenoid surrounding the target caused reorien-
tation of the meson spins. At resonance, when the fre-
quency of the field in the solenoid is ω = g (eHj /2mc)
rad/sec, the angle through which the spin is turned

during the time t is d- = % J S ("o—~) dt. A rota-

tion through 180°, which from the quantum-mechanical
point of view corresponds to 100 percent probability
for transition from the state m s = τ V2 to the state
± Vit requires an impulse from the high-frequency

t
field of J Hdt = 70 gauss μββο. The apparatus reg-

o
istered decay electrons emitted in the backward direc-
tion. Therefore when there were no transitions the
registered intensity was a maximum; a decrease of
the intensity indicated the occurrence of magnetic
transitions.

The resonance curve obtained in this experiment is
shown in Fig. 22, where the abscissa is the ratio of the
frequency fr of the oscillating field in the solenoid to
the proton-resonance frequency in the same constant
field, and the ordinate is the number of counts in the
electron telescope 2, 3, T, 4 for 64,000 stoppings of μ
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FIG. 22. Resonance curve obtained by the magnetic-resonance
method. The abscissa is the ratio of the generator frequency to the
proton resonance frequency in the same magnetic field, and the
ordinate is the number of counts in the electron counters.

mesons in the target. The solid curve shows the ex-
pected form of the resonance curve. The center of the
experimental distribution of points, from which the res-
onance frequency was determined, was found by the
method of least squares on the assumption that the dis-
tribution of experimental points must be symmetrical
with respect to this center. For the value of the reso-
nance frequency the result ίμ/fp = 3.1865 ± 0.0022
was obtained, from which we get, for m» = 206.86
± 0.11,

£μ, = 2 (1.0026 ±0,0009).

A summary of all measurements that have been
made on the magnetic moment of the μ meson is shown
in Table V; from this table it can be seen that in the
most precise measurements there is a systematic
shift of the measured values of gμ+ toward values
larger than gμ+ = 2 (1.0012), which is predicted by
theory for a Dirac particle. The solution of this prob-
lem, which is of primary importance, requires either a
great improvement in the accuracy with which the mass
of the μ* meson is known, or else a resort to other
methods for determining gμ+ that dispense with the
use of this mass. One such method is the comparison
of the spin precession frequency in a magnetic field

r eH

''2mc

with the "cyclotron" frequency of the orbital motion of
the μ meson in the same constant field

eH

as has been done for the electron.75

The ratio of these frequencies does not depend on
the mass of the μ* meson. At present preparations
for such experiments are being made in several labora-
tories.

6. ELECTRONIC DECAY OF THE it MESON.
SEARCHES FOR RADIATIVE DECAYS OF π
AND μ MESONS

6.1. The ν Decay

The main type of decay for the π meson is decay
into a μ meson and a neutrino

We have seen that according to all of its properties
so far measured the μ meson is a "heavy electron:"
thus like the electron it exists in two charge states,
with the mass of the positively charged μ meson equal
to that of the negative μ meson; the magnetic moment
of the μ meson, like that of the electron, agrees within
the limits of accuracy of the measurements with that
of a Dirac particle; and also in the weak interactions
the properties of the μ meson are analogous to those
of the electron. This follows, for example, from the
existence of the two analogous weak interactions that
involve four fermions:

The first of these is Κ capture, which is well known
in β decay. The second phenomenon is the capture of
a μ meson by a proton. As early as 1948-49 attention
was called to the fact that the coupling constants that
appear in the interactions describing these two reac-
tions are very nearly equal.83'84 This fact is the basis
of the idea of the "universal interaction" between the
four fermions μ, e, v, and V. From the existence of

TABLE V. Measurements

Authors

Garwin et a I.1

Cassels et al"
Lundy et al."

Garwin et al."

Coffin et al."

of the μ*

Method

Precession in constant
magnetic field

The same
Precession in constant

magnetic field (stro-
boscopic coincidences)

The same

Magnetic resonance

of the magnetic
meson

Mass value used
(in units me)

206.84 ± 0.12

± 0.12
206.86 ± 0.11

206.86 ± 0.11
206.77 ± 0.04

206.86 ± 0.11

moment

2.00 ± 0.02

2.044 ± 0.014
2(1.0015 ±0.0006)

2(1.0020 ± 0.0005)
2(1.00154 ± 0.00022)

2(1.0026 ± 0.0009)
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such a universal interaction it follows that along with
the usual decay of the π meson into a μ meson and a
neutrino there must also occur a decay into an electron
and a neutrino:

it —> e + v.

The theoretical estimates of the probability of such
a decay are based on the treatment of the π meson as
an intermediate state of a nucleon-antinucleon pair.
This pair annihilates into a μ meson and a neutrino:

(9)

The universality of the four-fermion interaction
makes possible the electronic decay of the π meson

•N + N->e + v. (10)

Since the π meson is a pseudoscalar particle, such
a transition is possible only in the theory of weak inter-
action with pseudoscalar or axial-vector coupling.

The corresponding calculations have also been made
in papers by Ruderman and Finkelstein85 and by Stein-
berger,86 where it has been shown that for pseudoscalar
coupling the ratio of the probabilities of decays of the
types (9) and (10) is

so that this type of interaction can be rejected at once,
whereas for the axial-vector interaction

= 1.36-10-4.

This result took on especial importance quite r e -
cently, when in connection with the discovery of parity
nonconservation there appeared the theory of Feynman
and Gell-Mann, which restricts the possible interac-
tions in β decay to the vector and axial-vector types.7

In the final analysis almost all of the experimental data
on β decays were in agreement with this theory, and
only the absence of the π —» e + ν decay could still be
a crucial experiment for the theory.

Several difficult experimental investigations have
been devoted to the search for π — e decay. In the
first papers (Friedman and Rainwater,87 Lokanatan
and Steinberger,88 Anderson and Lattes89) the π — e
decay was not detected, since the sensitivity and reli-
ability of the experimental methods were insufficient,
or only bordered on what was necessary. Only in re-
searches carried out in 195890»92'93 was the existence
of the 7Γ —·• e decay shown quite convincingly.

The work of Friedman and Rainwater,87 which was
evidently the first search for π —• e decay, was done
in the initial period of the operation of accelerators,
when there were still no intense and well collimated
external π -meson beams. In this experiment Ilford
G-5 plates were placed near the internal target of the
Columbia 164-inch accelerator, which was bombarded
by a proton beam of energy 385 Mev. The stray mag-
netic field of the accelerator focused slow π+ mesons

on the plate. To each point of entry of a π* meson into
a plate there corresponded a definite range of the π+

meson in the emulsion. Among 1419 mesons selected
in this way according to their ranges and momenta and
giving π+—-μ+ + ν decays, there was found only one
particle that stopped in the emulsion and emitted a de-
cay electron instead of a μ* meson. This particle,
however, could also have been a μ+ meson arising
from the decay of a π meson in flight.

Thus this experiment, in which the sensitivity was
small, showed that the ratio of the probabilities of the
π — e + ν and π-~μ + ν decays is smaller than 10~3.

In later work the sensitivity of the methods was
greatly increased. The experimental problem is to
single out a monochromatic line of electrons with en-
ergy close to 70 Mev that arise from π — e decays,
against the background of a much larger number of
electrons from μ — e decays, which have a continu-
ous energy spectrum that breaks off at about 53 Mev.

The arrangement of the experiment of Lokanatan
and Steinberger88 is shown in Fig. 23. After first being
slowed down in graphite, the beam of 60-Mev ir* me-
sons from the Columbia University accelerator was
stopped in a polyethylene target. The electrons
emerging from this target were registered by an
electron telescope of four counters separated by
layers of graphite absorber. Coincidence of the pulses
in counters 1, 2 (pulse M) served to monitor the
beam. The passage of particles through the electron
telescope was registered by coincidences of 3, 4, 5, 6
(pulse D), which were discriminated with a resolving
power τ ~ 10"6 sec. Moreover, the electronic circuit
made it possible to distinguish the "fast" coincidences
MDf (pulse D delayed relative to pulse Μ by a time
less than than 10"7 sec) from the "slow" coincidences
(time interval between pulses D and Μ less than 1.8
x 10"6 sec).

Graphite absorber to
lower beam energy Beam-monotor-

ing counters

FIG. 23. Experi-
ment of Lokanatan
and Steinberger:"
search for π •* e + v
decay.

Polyethylene target

The separation of the monochromatic electrons of
π —- e decay from the electrons of the continuous spec-
trum was made by the absorption method, for which
purpose the thicknesses of the filters in the electron
telescope were suitably chosen. A supplementary cri-
terion for the selection was the separation of the elec-
tron pulses into pulses MDf and MDS: Since π — e
decay occurs with the lifetime of the π meson, cases
of i - e decay must be registered mainly by MDf
coincidences, whereas the MDS coincidences mostly
registered the μ"-β electrons.
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In this work no π — e decays were found and,

analyzing the sensitivity of their apparatus, the au-

thors concluded that the probability of π — e decay

is not larger than w = 1:17,000. Allowing for the

fact that many estimates in their work were rather

rough, and in particular the estimate of the efficiency

of the electron telescope might be considerably too

high, it must be said that their result is not in sharp

contradiction with the theory, which requires w

= 1:9000.

In their work, Fazzini and others90 used the main

ideas of the method of Lokanatan and Steinberger. Im-

provements they made enabled them to increase greatly

the sensitivity of the apparatus to i - e decays. The

main improvement of the method consisted of a large

increase in the efficiency of the electron telescope and

an improvement of the time resolution of the pulses

from the ττ — μ-* e and π — e decays. The arrange-

ment of the experiment is shown in Fig. 24. The elec-

tron telescope consisted of eight scintillation counters

(5—12), separated by seven layers of graphite ab-

sorber. Coincidences 1, 2, 3, 4 (counter 3 was the

target in which the π mesons were stopped) registered

the stopping of the π mesons. Coincidences 5 — 12 reg-

istered the decay electrons. The fast-coincidence cir-

cuit recorded all coincidences of (1, 2, 3, 4) with

(5—12) that were within the limits of from 60 to 160

ntytsec after the stopping of a π meson (1, 2, 3, 4).

When there was such a coincidence the pulses from

counters 3 and 12 were fed to a "fast" oscilloscope,

whose screen was photographed. This oscilloscope

also received the pulse from a large scintillation

counter (Nal) with which the electron telescope ended.

A typical oscillogram of ordinary π — μ — e decay

is shown on the same diagram with the apparatus. The

pulses π and μ arose in counter 3 as the result of the

stopping of a π meson and its decay to a μ meson.

Pulse e(3) in counter 3 is from the decay electron.

This electron caused the 5 — 12 coincidence and the

pulse in counter 12 which can also be seen on the

oscillogram.

The second oscillogram, on which the pulse from

the μ meson is absent, can correspond to the looked-

for π — e decay, but can also be ordinary π — μ —• e

2 (Monitor)
IT * -meson beam

^3 (Source of
electrons)

4 (Anticoin-
cidence)

„ 10 cm
Electron telescope

FIG. 24. Experiment of Fazzini and others90 on the measure-
ment of π •* e decay.
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Absorption curves of elec-
trons
off-e

'με curve normalized to
unity at zero absorber
thickness

3i29 30 31
g/cm* of graphite

FIG. 25. Absorption of π -* μ -» e and ν -* e decays in the ex-
periment of Fazzini et al. The abscissa is the thickness of graph-
ite absorber in g/cmJ, and the ordinate is the number of electrons
per 7.07 χ 10' stopped rr mesons.

decay in which the pulse from the μ meson has not

been resolved by the scintillation counter, or else an

accidental coincidence of pulses (1, 2, 3, 4) and

(5 — 12). To separate the actual π -— e decays from

the background of unresolved π —• μ — e decays and

accidental coincidences the authors studied the depend-

ence of the number of π —» μ — e and π —• e decays

on the thickness of absorber in the electron telescope,

and the distribution of these decays in time. Figure 25

shows "absorption curves" for the IT — e and π —μ

—' e oscillograms. The ordinate is the number of

cases of π —» μ —* e or π — e decay per 4 χ 103

stopped π+ mesons, and the abscissa is the total thick-

ness of absorber between the counters 5 —12. Com-

plete absorption of the electrons from μ —* e decay

corresponds to 30 g/cm2 of carbon. Meanwhile, with

thicknesses of about 30, 31, 32, and 34 g/cm2 there

were observed 40 π — e decays in which the pulses

from the π meson and the electron were separated by

time intervals longer than 8.3 ΐϊΐμββο. The distribution

in time of these 40 decays agrees with the lifetime of

the π+ meson, τπ+ = (22 ± 4) χ 10"8 sec. Thus these

data are a very convincing proof of the existence of

7Γ — e decay. The total number of τ* mesons stopped

in counter 3 during the experiment was 1.71 χ 108. The

solid angle of the electron telescope is about 0.8 per-

cent of 47Γ. Let us assume that it had 100 percent effi-

ciency for the registration of π — e electrons. We

must reject from the 40 τ — e decays four false

7Γ —- e decays, and add about 13 decays that had oc-

curred during the time of 8.3 ΐημββο. We get:

R(n-+e+v) _ (40-4 + 13)
1.71-108-8-10» — '

This quantity must be regarded as a lower limit on

this probability, mainly because the efficiency of the

electron telescope is of course not 100 percent. In
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particular, it has been remarked in a note by Tolhoek91

that the last result of this group, obtained after a deter-
mination of the efficiency of the electron telescope by
the Monte Carlo method, is

ω = (1.4±0.2)10-δ.

The electron decay of the π meson has also been
observed by means of a bubble chamber, in work done
by a group at Columbia University.92 A liquid-hydrogen
bubble chamber of diameter 30 cm and depth 15 cm
was placed in a field of 8800 gauss and exposed to a
beam of slow π* mesons. On the average the chamber
showed about 10 stoppings of ir+ mesons per picture.
In the overwhelming majority of cases the observed
decay electrons arose from the decay of μ mesons,
which in turn came from ττ+ — μ* decay, with the two
successive steps of the π —· μ — e decay clearly visi-
ble in the picture. In approximately 1/40 of the cases
of appearance of a decay electron no intermediate slow
μ meson was observed. Such electrons come either
from the decay of μ mesons that have stopped in the
chamber after being produced by π —» μ decays in
flight, or else from the much less probable event of
π — e + ν decay. To separate the extremely rare
cases of π — e + ν decay from the μ -* e decays,
the momenta of the decay electrons were measured
from their deflections in the magnetic field; the maxi-
mum momentum of an electron from μ — e decay is
53 Mev/c, while π —· e decay gives monochromatic
electrons of momentum ~ 70 Mev/c. Among 65,000
π —• μ —* e decays the authors observed 1766 decays
in which no intermediate μ meson could be seen. In
addition they made special measurements of the spec-
trum for 2893 π — μ —»e decays. The two spectra
are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. We see that out of the
2983 π — μ —• e decays there is no case in which the
measured electron energy exceeds 62 Mev, whereas
in the spectrum of the μ —-e decays there are 6 en-
ergy values that are grouped near 70 Mev. They must
therefore be ascribed to π—-e decays. The average
energy for these 6 cases is 72.9 ± 1.5 Mev, which is
higher than the expected value of 69.8 Mev. This is
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FIG. 27. Spectrum of electrons from μ -» e decay; π •* μ decays
not visible in chamber.

to be explained by systematic errors in the calibration.
The relative probability of π —• e decay found in

this experiment is 6/65,000 = 1/10,800 ± 40%, which
is in qualitative agreement with the probability w
~ 1/9000 expected from theory.

Let us now examine the experiment of Anderson
and Lattes89 and the recent experiment of Anderson
and others,83 which is a continuation of the former ex-
periment.

In this work the magnetic-spectrometer method was
used to separate the 70 Mev π — e electrons from the
μ — e electrons. In the first work89 no electronic π
decay was found, and from an estimate of the sensitiv-
ity of the apparatus for π — e electrons it was con-
cluded that the relative probability of π —* e decay
could not be larger than 2 χ 10"5. After this decay
had been found by the methods already considered,
Anderson and others93 repeated their experiment in
greatly improved form. A diagram of the apparatus
is shown in Fig. 28. The same magnetic spectrometer
as in reference 89 was used to separate the π — e
electrons from the μ —* e electrons. The way the
method was improved was that instead of a single de-
tector for the decay electrons three scintillators 4a,
4b, and 4c were placed side by side at the output of the
spectrometer, so as to register the π — e decay elec-
trons in three adjacent energy intervals. The block

FIG. 26. Spectrum of electrons from π •
cays visible in chamber.

μ -» e decay; it -» μ de- FIG. 28. Experiment of Anderson et al.": search for ir-
decay.
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scheme of the electronics is clear from Fig. 28. The
(2, 3) coincidence from the passage of a π+ meson
through counters 2, 3 generated a 50 ΐημββο pulse,
which was shifted 100 ηαμββο by a delay line. A pulse
of duration 150 ηιμββο, generated by a (2, 3, 5) coin-
cidence, accompanied the electron passing through the
spectrometer. The block π — e (a), and the blocks
π —- e (b) and τ —• e (c) not shown in the diagram,
registered coincidences between the pulses (2,3) and
(2, 3, 5) and pulses from the electron counters 4a, 4b,
and 4c; the output pulse of these circuits triggered the
sweep of a fast oscilloscope, whose deflecting plates
were connected through delay lines to the photomulti-
plier anodes of scintillators 3 and 5. Thus a π — e
decay was shown on the screen of the oscilloscope by
a large positive pulse from the stopping of the π me-
son in counter 3, a subsequent smaller positive pulse
from the electron emerging from 3, and, finally, a
small negative pulse from the electron reaching 5.
The system registered decay times from 24 to 150
Tap.sec. Figure 29 shows the distribution in energy
(measured by the current in the spectrometer magnet
windings) of the pulses from π — e decays. It is
constructed from 159 pulses, of which, in the opinion
of the authors, 39 ± 15 are background.

60 « 68 72
Electron energy, Mev

FIG. 29. Energy distribution of electrons from π -> e decays in
the experiment of Anderson et a l ." The abscissa is the electron
energy (from current in spectrometer winding), and the ordinate is
the number of π -* e decays.

We remark that in this same work with the spec-
trometer the energy spectrum was measured for the
electrons from μ —• e decay; this spectrum is shown
in Fig. 30. The value of the parameter ρ found from
this spectrum is (cf. Table I)

ρ = 0.74 ±0.03.

These authors obtained for the relative probability
of π — e decay the value

ω = (1.03±0.20)·10-4,

which agrees with the value 1.14 χ 10"4 predicted by
the theory when radiative corrections are included.97

Thus these researches have shown both the exist-
ence of π —» e decay and agreement of the probability

FIG. 30. Spectrum of
electrons from μ -» e de-
cays in the experiment
of Anderson et al ."

20 30 iO il
Electron energy, Mev

of such decay with the predictions of the theory of the
universal four-fermion interaction with vector and
axial-vector terms.

6.2. The Radiative β Decay of the π Meson

Besides the electron decay of the π meson that we
have just considered, π — e + v, there must also
exist so-called radiative τ —- e decay, i.e., decay in
which a γ -ray quantum is emitted in addition to the
electron and neutrino

η —> e + ν 4- v.

The relative probability of radiative π •• e decay

has been calculated in references 95, 96, and 97. This
process is forbidden for the scalar interaction but al-
lowed for the tensor interaction, for which its proba-
bility ρ is of the order of 10~3. In the paper by V. G.
Vaks and B. L. Ioffe the quantity ρ has been calculated
on the basis of the universal weak interaction of the
form proposed by Feynnaan and Gell-Mann, i.e., on the
assumption of the vector and axial-vector interaction
terms with equal and opposite coefficients. In this
case the quantity ρ must be of the order of 5 χ 10~β.
An experimental search for this process has been
made by Cassels and others, 9 8 working at the Liver-
pool cyclotron. A diagram of the apparatus is shown
in Fig. 31.

After being slowed down, a π+ meson beam was
stopped in a polyethylene target. Radiative π —» e + ν
+ γ decays were registered by counter coincidences
1, 2, 3, 4. The pulse in counter 1 was produced by the

Polyethylene
absorber Lead colli-

mator
Counter 1

Counter 2

X7
Reinforced con-

crete shield

Counter 3

0 1 4 Β Inches

FIG. 31. Experiment of Cassels et al.'*; search for π -» e + ν + γ
decay.
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π+ meson passing through this counter. Counter 2
served to register the decay electron. The system of
counters 3, 4 with the lead converter placed between
them was designed to register γ -ray quanta, which
would not cause a flash of light in counter 4 (antico-
incidence 4) but would produce an electron in the con-
verter, after which the electron would make counter 3
operate. The coincidence of pulse 1 with 2, 3, 4 oc-
curred in the time interval from 11 to 62 ittyzsec after
the operation of counter 1. After about 75 hours of op-
eration of the apparatus about 110 pulses 1, 2, 3, 4 had
been registered, but most of them must be attributed
to the background of accidental coincidences. The di-
rect result of the experiment is the number of coinci-
dences 1, 2, 3, 4 per pulse in counter 1, as computed
after the background was subtracted. This quantity,
in turn, is equal to the product of the desired probabil-
ity Q by the efficiency η of the system for the regis-
tration of π — e + ν + γ decays. The measured value
was

ηρ = (0.16 ± 0.29)· 10-7.

The value of η as estimated by the authors was

η = 6·10-3,

from which we have for the value of ρ

β = (3±5)·1(Η.

This result means that with a sensitivity of the ap-
paratus of the order of 5 χ 10~6 radiative decay was
not observed; that is, the upper limit on the quantity ρ
is close to 10~s. This result does not agree with the
expected value of ρ for the Τ interaction term, and
gives evidence in favor of the V-A type of interaction;
thus it is yet another confirmation, albeit an indirect
one, for the universal-interaction theory of Feynman
and Gell-Mann.

6.3. Search for μ — β + γ Decays

Several researches, with increasing sensitivities,
have been devoted to the search for μ —> e + γ de-
cays.1 0 1 '1 0 0 '1 0 2 '1 0 3 The existence of this branch in the
decay of the μ meson follows from theoretical con-
siderations associated with the possible existence of
an intermediate particle — a charged boson of spin 1
(a "vector" boson). It is well known that the weak
interaction of four fermions is described in the theory
as the interaction of two currents corresponding to the
two pairs of fermions; Feynman and Gell-Mann7 have
surmised that the V-A interaction may occur not lo-
cally, but by transfer of these currents by a heavy
charged boson. The existence of such an intermedi-
ate particle leads to a number of consequences for
μ — e decay. For example, the Michel parameter is
increased from the value Ρ = 0.75 to p s 0.75 + % (m.^/
ΠΙΒ) > where m« and mg are the masses of the μ
meson and the charged boson; the lifetime of the μ
meson is shortened in the ratio 1: [ 1 + % (τα.μ/mfi)2 ]
in comparison with that predicted by the V-A interac-

tion theory of Feynman and Gell-Mann, and there is a
possible decay μ — e + γ, with a relative probability
given by the theory as about

In work by Meshkovskii and others100 a search for such
a decay was made by means of a bubble chamber filled
with freon. With 10,000 stoppings of μ+ mesons in the
chamber, and an efficiency for detecting the γ ray
from μ — e + γ decay of about 25 percent, they did
not find a single decay that could be reliably interpre-
ted as a μ —• e + γ decay, so that it follows that the
probability of such a decay has the upper limit w < 4
χ 10"4.

In work by Lokanatan and Steinberger,101 which has
been only briefly mentioned in the literature, there was
also a failure to find μ —* e + γ decay, and an analysis
of the sensitivity of the apparatus and the experimental
errors allowed the authors to fix as an upper limit on
w the value w < 2 χ 10"5.

The general arrangement of the apparatus of Davis
and others,102 who also looked for μ —- e + γ decay,
is shown in Fig. 32. It consists of a carbon target S,
in which 32-Mev π+ mesons are stopped, and two count-
ers: a counter for positrons and a counter for γ-ray
quanta; coincidences in these counters can register
μ —* e + γ decays.

The positron counter consists of two scintillation
counters e t and e2 and a water Cerenkov counter e3,
and registers electrons with energies Ε > 35 Mev. Its
efficiency was determined by placing it in a beam of
fast electrons, and was found to be 75 percent for 55-
Mev electrons.

The γ -ray counter consists of three scintillation
counters, a radiator (a lead plate of thickness 6 mm),
and a water Cerenkov counter γ4, connected for coin-
cidences γΐ3 γ2, γ3, γ4. Calibration of the γ -ray
counter was carried out in a beam of electrons and

rr

FIG. 32. Experiment of Davis1

and others:'" search for μ-»
decay.
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also in a beam of y rays coming from a liquid-hydro-
gen target in which ir~ mesons were absorbed. The
electronic circuit registered simultaneously the total
count of e-y coincidences and that of accidental e-γ
coincidences, distinguished from the total count by a
time delay.

The final result: w = (1.7 ± 0.9) χ 10"5 in one
series of measurements and w = (0.9 ± 7) χ 10~6 in
another, shows that practically no evidence of μ —• e
+ γ decay was found, and that the probability of such
decay has the upper limit w < 10~5.

Work done by Berley and others103 shifted the upper
limit on w considerably further into the domain of
small values. The method of this work was analogous
to that of Davis and others; two telescopes (one for
electrons and one for photons), placed on opposite
sides of the target in which the π+ mesons were
stopped, registered coincidences between the electron
and the photon produced in μ —- e + γ decay. In addi-
tion to selecting μ — e + γ decays, the coincidence
circuit was used to obtain photographs of the pulses
from the counters of the two telescopes on the screens
of two oscilloscope tubes. A particular method used
in testing the sensitivity of the apparatus was to check
its ability to register ordinary radiative decays μ —» e
+ ν + ΐ> + γ, for which purpose the sensitivity threshold
of the γ -ray telescope was lowered.

In this work from among 2.6 χ 107 decay electrons
there were obtained 4 photographs that satisfied the
criteria imposed for μ — e + γ decay. The expected
background of accidental coincidences could give about
two such photographs. Thus this work also did not give
definite evidence of the existence of μ —- e + γ decay,
but provided a much more sensitive determination of
an upper limit on the probability of μ —* e + γ decay,

Helmholtz coils

— e + γ)'—, which was set at 2 χ 10"6 with
R (μ — e + ν + ν)

a 90 percent confidence level.
Thus the probability of μ — e + γ decay turns out

to be much smaller than the value predicted by the
weak-interaction theory of Feynman and Gell-Mann as
expressed in terms of coupling through an intermedi-
ate vector boson; together with the data on the value
of the Michel parameter ρ this evidently renders such
a possibility doubtful.

7. THE DEPOLARIZATION OF μ MESONS

7.1. Measurements of the Asymmetry Coefficient In
Various Substances

The very first experiments on the spatial asymme-
try2 revealed that, despite the expected complete po-
larization of the μ+ mesons at the instant of decay, the
asymmetry coefficient a in the formula for the angu-
lar distribution of the decay positrons, dN = (1 +
a cos &) dfl, depends on the substance in which the
stopping of the mesons occurs. This is a result of the
depolarization which the μ* meson experiences in the

η and μ mesons, [
148 Mev/c

Stopped μ mesons=(2, 4,_5)\
Decay electrons = (5, 3, 4)
Beam intensity = (1, 2)

FIG. 33. Arrangement of the experiment of Swanson:104 measure-
ment of the asymmetry coefficient in various substances.

substance; this has the consequence that in Eq. (1) or
Eq. (4) the coefficient a must be replaced by a|,
where ξ is the average value of the polarization of
the μ+ mesons at the instant of decay. For complete
depolarization ξ = 0. In experiments on the angular
correlation in π —- μ —» e decay, which have been car-
ried out with accelerators and electronic registering
systems, tests have been made on a large number of
different substances. The most accurate data are
those of Swanson (Chicago group).104 Just as in the
experiment of Garwin and others, the spatial asymme-
try of μ —» e decays was studied with a system of
counters fixed in space, and a magnetic field caused
precession of the spin of the μ meson, and along with
it, of the axis of the μ —• e correlation. A virtue of
this method is the constancy of the geometrical con-
ditions for the electrons leaving the target and the
counter telescope used to register them. Unlike the
Columbia group, Swanson worked with a constant mag-
netic field, and measured for each μ — e decay in the
target the time interval between the entrance of the μ
meson and the emergence of the decay electron. Since
the spin of the μ meson precesses with constant fre-
quency in the constant magnetic field, each value of
the time corresponds to a definite and known orienta-
tion of the spin in space. This method uses all of the
decays in obtaining the asymmetry coefficient, and
therefore secures a much greater statistical accuracy
of the measurements than was obtained in the work of
the Columbia group. The geometry of the experiment
and a block diagram of the electronic apparatus are
shown in Figs. 33 and 34. The π+ mesons of the beam
were absorbed in copper filters and the μ+ mesons

FIG. 34. Block diagram of electronics in Swansea's experi-
ment.104
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were stopped in the target (area 60 cm2, thickness 5
g/cm2), which was in a constant magnetic field pro-
duced by Helmholtz coils, where they decayed. Coin-
cidences 1, 2 served for continuous intensity registra-
tion ("monitoring") of the meson beam. Registration
of the μ mesons stopped in the target was obtained
from the coincidences 2, 4, 5. Coincidences 3, 4, 5
registered the decay electrons emerging from the
target in the direction of counters 3,5. The corre-
sponding connections of the counters are shown in the
block diagram, where C and A denote coincidence and
anticoincidence, respectively. The pulses from the 5,
3, 4 coincidences (positron counts) and the 2, 4, 5 co-
incidences (μ -meson counts) were used to start and
stop the circuit of the time converter, which gave
pulses with amplitudes proportional to the time inter-
vals between the pulses 5, 3, 4 and 2, 4, 5.

After linear amplification the pulses from the time
converter went to a 100 channel pulse analyzer, which
sorted them by amplitude, i.e., by the time of preces-
sion, which is uniquely connected with the spatial ori-
entation of the spin of the μ meson.

A similar method for studying the asymmetry has
been developed also by the Liverpool group,78 who
worked with μ* mesons of energy 110 Mev. Their ap-
paratus, with the arrangement shown in Fig. 35, is
very much like that of the Chicago group; it uses the
same principle of precession in a constant magnetic
field, conversion of the time interval between the en-
trance of the μ+ meson and the emergence of the elec-
tron into the amplitude of a pulse, and sorting of the
amplitudes by a 100 channel amplitude analyzer. The

Target

110-Mev
Ί -meson beam

Magnet pole

FIG. 35. Arrangement of the experiment of Cassels et al."
Measurement of the asymmetry coefficient in various substances
and of the magnetic moment of the μ meson.

effectiveness of this method for increasing the statis-
tical accuracy of the results can be seen from the fol-
lowing figures. During an hour's operation of the ap-
paratus used by the Chicago group the monitor count-
ers registered 1.5 x 107 coincidences, which corre-
sponded to 106 stoppings of μ mesons and 4 x 104 de-
cay positrons. This gave a measurement of the asym-
metry coefficient a with an accuracy of ±0.01.

Table VI shows the values of the asymmetry coeffi-
cient a for the substances studied in the experiments
we have described. The values of the asymmetry co-
efficient given in the table have been corrected for the
exponential decay of the μ+ mesons, for the geomet-
rical conditions of the experiments, and for the energy
loss and scattering of the decay positrons in the target
where the μ+ mesons were stopped.

The data in the table show that for certain sub-
stances — mainly metals and graphite — the asymme-
try coefficient has its largest values, in the range 0.22
— 0.28; in other substances the values of the coefficient

TABLE VI. Asymmetry coefficients for μ* mesons

Substance
Assym-
metry

coeffi-
cient

Error Substance
Assym-
metry

coeffi-
cient

Error

Graphite.

Lampblack
Bromoform
Diamond

Fused quartz
Crystalline quartz
Water, P H 6.5
Distilled water .

I» t l

NaOH, P H 12

0.229
0.29*
0.24·*
0.253
0.34*
0.045
0.209
o;25*
0.222
0.201
0;254
0.20*
0.253
0.21*
0.24*·
0.213
o;23
0.022
0.03*
o;o38
0.01
0.141
0,15*
0.15**
0.131

0,008
0.05
0.04
0.021
0,06
0.008
0.010
o;o2
0^012
0,014
0.013
0.05
0,012
0.06
0.02
o;on
0.02
0.009
0,03
0,009
0.02
0.011
0.03
o;o5
0.012

HC1, P H 1.2
P H H.2
Polyethylene

Polystyrene
Polystyrene + 2%

p-terphenyl . .
Propane
Benzol
Phenylcyclohezane
Chloroform

Csl
NaCl
MgF,
MgO
Photographic emulsion

AgBr . .
Gelatin . .
CC14 (liquid)
Methyl alcohol

0.158
0,141
0.146
0.20*
0.07D

0.06··
0.170
0.046
0.084
0.184

0.025
0.014
0,03*
0,031
0.041
0.136
0.079
0.087
0.13*
0.02*
0.12*
0,26**
0.16**

0.011
0.011
0.012
0.03
0.010

0.04
0.020
0.012
0.011
0.015

0.017
0.011
0.06
0.013
0.009
0.009
0.012
0.009
0.02
0.02
0.03
0.05
0.05

Note: Data marked * are from reference 50; those marked ** are from refer-
ence 78; the rest of the data are from reference 104.

The values given in the table are subject to uncertainties owing to the
kinematic depolarization of the μ* mesons, which can be different for beams
of different energies and different conditions of collimation.
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vary over a wide range, and fall to values close to
zero in aluminum oxide, silver bromide, and fused
quartz, which shows that the μ+ mesons are almost
completely depolarized in these substances.

7.2. The Relaxation Time of the Spin of the μ+ Meson

In the measurements discussed above estimates
were also made of the relaxation time of the spin of
the μ+ meson in the various substances. These esti-
mates showed that the mechanism of depolarization of
the μ+ mesons acts very quickly in all of these sub-
stances. This can be seen, for example, from curves
like that of Fig. 36. This curve was obtained from
measurements in graphite (sic), for which the asym-
metry coefficient is large (a ~ 0.22 — 0.29). The curve
is corrected for decay, and we see that the amplitude
of the precession is constant (sic) for a few micro-
seconds of registration of the decay positrons.

Similar curves with constant modulation amplitude
were also obtained for the other substances, independ-
ently of the measured value of the asymmetry coeffi-
cient. The constancy of the amplitude for a few micro-
seconds of observation indicates that the depolarization
occurred before the beginning of the registration of de-
cay electrons, i.e., that the relaxation time of the μ+-
meson spin is smaller than 10"7 —10~8 sec. A similar
result has been obtained by the Columbia group.50 To
get an estimate of the relaxation time these authors
doubled the magnitude of the magnetic field that ro-
tated the spin of the meson, and at the same time made
the delay time and gating pulse only half as large. When
this was done there was no change of the amplitude of
the intensity modulation, which indicated rapid depolar-
ization. The rapid depolarization in all substances
speaks in favor of the existence of some universal
mechanism of depolarization that is the same for all
substances. This mechanism may possibly be depo-
larization through the formation of muonium.

The only exception to this general behavior is boron
carbide (cf. Fig. 36), for which the asymmetry is close
to the maximum possible at the beginning of the cycle
(a = 0.23 ) and then decreases in accordance with a re-
laxation time of 6.5 μββο, which indicates that there is

FIG. 36. Asymmetry of μ -» e decay in boron carbide.

a different mechanism of depolarization in this sub-
stance.

7.3. The Asymmetry Coefficient in Photographic
Emulsions

The value of the asymmetry coefficient for π+—* μ+

— e+ decays in photographic emulsions has been the
object of detailed study. Almost simultaneously with
the work of Garwin and others,2 Friedman and Teleg-
di105 showed the existence of an angular asymmetry in
π — μ — e decays in emulsion. Thereupon many au-
thors made similar measurements. A summary of all
known data on the emulsion nford-G5, with which al-
most all foreign authors have worked, is shown in
Table VII. This same table contains the data of Vaisen-
berg and others,113 Gurevich and others,114 and Ivanov
and others,115 who have worked with the emulsion
NIKFI-R.

The data shown in the table are very hard to recon-
cile with a single mean value. This conclusion, which
seems probable on inspection, is confirmed by an anal-
ysis of Table VII by the usual χ2 test for a binomial
distribution with 11 degrees of freedom; the value of
X2 is 25 or 30, if we treat the values of a in the II-
ford-G5 and NIKFI-R emulsions all together. The
agreement is more acceptable (χ2 ~ 12) if we con-
fine ourselves to a separate treatment of the data for

TABLE VII. The asymmetry coefficient a in emulsions

Authors

Castagnoli 1 0 6 ' 1 0 7

Fowler1 0 8

Boggild109

Bhowmik110

Babayan55

Biswas1 1 1

Davis1 1 2

Friedman1 0 5

Chadwick1 1 '
Gurevich114

Vaisenberg113

Ivanov115

Source of

mesons
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0.190 + 0.060
0.174 ± 0.045
0.149 + 0.033
0.092 ± 0.018
0.066 ± 0.018
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TABLE Vm

NIKFI-R
accelerators

-0.077 ± 0.012

Ilford-G5

all data

-0.139 ± 0.014

cosmic rays

-0.133 ± 0.018

accelerators

-0.148 + 0.021

the Ilford-G5 emulsion. The data for the NIKFI-R
emulsion also agree fairly well among themselves.
Table Vm shows weighted average values of the asym-
metry coefficient for the two emulsions.

Thus it is very probable that μ* mesons experience
a much "greater (sic) depolarization in NIKFI-R emul-
sion than in Ilford-G5 emulsion; the ratio of the depo-
larizing properties of these two emulsions is close to
0.139 ± 0.014 „„ „ „„
0.077 ± 0.012 = 1 · 8 4 ± 0 · 3 3 ·

It follows from the data of Table VI that silver bro-
mide almost completely depolarizes the μ mesons that
are stopped in it. Therefore the difference that is ob-
served between the asymmetry coefficients for the two
types of emulsion must be ascribed either to the differ-
ent properties of the gelatins in the Ilford-G5 and
NIKFI-R emulsions, or to a different distribution of the
stoppings of μ* mesons between the gelatin and the
AgBr in the two emulsions. The latter possibility is
very improbable, since the degree of dispersion of the
AgBr crystals and the chemical composition is almost
exactly the same in the two emulsions.117·118

7.4. The Asymmetry Coefficient In Diluted Emulsion

The first mention of the fact that an increase of the
gelatin content in an emulsion leads to an increase of
the asymmetry coefficient is due to Chadwick and oth-
ers,1 1 6 who got for Ilford-G5 emulsion diluted twofold
the value a = -0.190 ± 0.033, which is to be com-
pared with the average value a = - 0.139 ± 0.014 for
Ilford-G5 emulsion.

Similar measurements for NIKFI-R emulsion,
made in references 113, 114, give

Thus twofold dilution increases the asymmetry coeffi-
cient in NIKFI-R emulsion by a factor

0.127±0.028 „ ct- , „ / n

0,077 ±0:012 =1,65 ±0,40.
Experiments with diluted emulsion confirm the idea
that the component of the emulsion in which the polar-
ization of μ* mesons is to a large extent preserved is
the gelatin.

We have considered all the known experimental data
on the values of the asymmetry coefficient in various
substances and in photographic emulsions. We now go
on to the question of the mechanism of depolarization
of μ* mesons.

7.5. The Kinematic Depolarization of μ* Mesons

In the majority of experiments made by electronic
methods the μ* mesons are present as a 10 to 15 per-

cent impurity which arises from decays in flight in a
beam of π mesons of the same momentum, selected
by magnetic analysis. In all these experiments there
is an appreciable kinematic depolarization of the μ*
mesons, which occurs because the μ+ mesons that are
selected by the magnetic field as having the proper
momentum and that emerge from the collimator with
their directions of motion in a definite and relatively
narrow range of angles have come from decays which,
in the rest system of the π* mesons, lay in a consider-
ably larger range of angles AS. Since the component
of the polarization vector along the axis of the colli-
mator decreases with increase of the angle d-, it is
obvious that the polarization of the μ -meson beam
emerging from the collimator will be less than unity.
The quantitative analysis of this problem made in ref-
erences 119 — 122 leads to the following results.

Let us denote by u and η the velocity and energy
of the π meson in the laboratory system (in units c
and ΐηπο2), and by v, v' and e, e' the velocity and
energy of the μ meson (in units c and ηίμΟ2) in the
π -meson system and the laboratory system, and let us
denote the corresponding unit vectors by Vj, vj, etc.
Then if in the π -meson system the μ meson was com-
pletely polarized along its momentum, in the labora-
tory system its polarization will be

where vtu = u cos & and S- is the angle between the
direction of motion of the -π meson and the direction
of emission of the μ meson in the laboratory system.
After some simple kinematical transformations this
same quantity can be put in the form

νιι,ιι+η"1 (ν —ι
ξ' =

and also in the form

where the speed and energy of the μ meson in the π -
meson system are ν = 0.27 and e = 1.04.

Let us consider the following special cases: 1) Let
VjU = u, i.e., the μ meson is emitted in the direction
of motion of the π meson (cos i? = 1); then vuj = v,
and ξ' = ν + u | u + ν I"1 = 1, so that a μ meson
emitted forward completely retains its polarization.

2) In just the same way, if the μ meson is emitted
backward, then

so that a μ meson emitted backward (cos $ = — 1)
has polarization of the opposite sign. These two lim-
iting cases correspond to the minimum and maximum
energies of the π meson

T)max = β'ε ( 1 -|- v'v).

3) For what follows it is interesting to determine
the value of the angle ^ in the π -meson system for
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which ξ' = 0, i.e., the angle of emission which corre-
sponds to transverse polarization of the μ meson in
the laboratory system.

The formula for | ' shows that | ' = 0 for cos &
= -v/u. To this angle & there corresponds in the lab-
oratory system the angle $' given by the relation

be neglected, and integration of the expression for | '
over this range gives

We note that for given u this is the maximum possible
angle of emission in the laboratory system (the
"threshold" angle). The μ mesons emitted at this
angle are transversely polarized.

We now assume that we register μ mesons with
prescribed values e' and v' of the energy and speed.
Such μ mesons can arise from π mesons with energies
in the range from T7mjn to r ] m a x , and the average po-
larization < ξ ' > of the μ mesons registered on stop-
ping can be obtained by integrating the product of the
expression for ξ' and the π-meson spectrum Ν (η)
between the limits ηπϋη and 77max· Here two limit-
ing cases are of interest. In the first case, which oc-
curs with cosmic rays, the geometry of the experiment
is such that it allows the registration of μ mesons that
are emitted over the range of angles from 0 to π in
the rest system of the π meson, which corresponds to
the energy range from t] m i n to Tj m a x . In this case,
assuming that the cosmic-ray ττ -meson spectrum is
described by a power law

]

and averaging the expression for ξ' over this spec-
trum over the range from T)m m to T)m a x, we get for
the average value of the μ -meson polarization the ex-
pression

Neglecting the terms of third order in vv' and setting
γ =2.5, ν' = 0.27, and ν ~ 1, we get < ξ ' > = 0 . 2 3 ,
from which it follows that the cosmic-ray μ mesons
retain just about V4 of their polarization.

Experimental studies of the polarization of cosmic -
ray μ mesons have been made in references 121, 123,
124, by examining the asymmetry of the spatial distri-
bution of the decay electrons that emerge from an ab-
sorber in which the μ mesons are stopped. These ex-
periments agreed with the cosmic-ray μ -meson polar-
ization expected on the basis of the considerations we
have presented.

The other extreme case occurs in experiments with
accelerators. Magnetic analysis and careful collima-
tion of the μ mesons have the result that the μ mesons
stopped in the target of the apparatus originate from π
mesons with energies in a relatively small energy range
from ijmin to Tjmjn + Δη. This means that one is using
not all angles from 0 to π in the rest system of the π
meson, but only a narrow range of angles around ^ = 0.
In this case the change of intensity in the range Δη can

We have ev = 1.04 x 0.27 = 0.28. Furthermore, in the
experiments on the asymmetry that we have considered
the energy of the μ mesons was close to e' = 2.1, and
their speed was close to v' = 0.9.

Thus

-' = 1 — Δη
0.2!

and from this we get, for example for Δη = 0.1, 80
percent polarization instead of 100 percent, i.e., a 20
percent loss of polarization.

An upper limit on the experimentally observed kine-
matic depolarization can be obtained from the data of
Table VI if we assume: 1) that there is no depolariza-
tion in metals, and 2) that the maximum asymmetry
coefficient is a m a x = - V3. Then the value of the po-
larization ξ' will be given by

t ' _ a

£ — t ι

where a is the average value of the asymmetry co-
efficient for metals and graphite. To get this quantity
we form from the data of the table a weighted average
< a > for graphite, lampblack, Al, Be, Li, Mg, and
Si from the measurements of the Chicago group.104

We get < a > = -0.230 ± 0.005, from which we get
for the average polarization of the μ -meson beam
(lower limit) | ' = 0.23/0.33 = 0.70, with accuracy
about 2 percent. Thus in experiments with acceler-
ators the kinematic depolarization can amount to
some tens of percent.

7.6. The Depolarization of μ+ Mesons in Matter

The depolarization of a μ+ meson in a medium in
which it is stopped can be divided into two stages: the
depolarization in flight, which occurs during the proc-
ess of slowing down of the μ* meson, and the depolari-
zation that occurs after the meson has been very much
slowed down. The depolarization in flight, caused by
scattering of the mesons by the Coulomb fields of nu-
clei and electrons, has been calculated in several
papers,125"127 whose authors come to the conclusion
that this type of depolarization can be neglected. For
example, Wentzel126 got the following expression for
the mean square angle of rotation of the spin caused
by Coulomb scattering by atomic nuclei during the
slowing down of the particle until it is at rest:

< ft2 > = L 1h ( JL

For μ+ mesons arising from π—-μ decays in
emulsion (v/c = 0.27 ) this quantity is negligibly
small, and even for v/c ~ 0.8 — 0.9, which corre-
sponds approximately to the speeds of mesons in
counter experiments with accelerators, <i?2> is
very small.
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The depolarization of μ+ mesons after they have
been slowed down is due to two causes: the action of
magnetic fields present in the substance on the mag-
netic moment of the free μ+ meson, and the formation
of atomic systems, in particular of muonium. Let us
consider the first process. A magnetic field perpen-
dicular to the spin of a meson makes the spin precess
with the Larmor frequency

ta=g ~ si 105//rad/sec.

from which it follows that during the mean lifetime of
a μ+ meson, which is about 2 χ 10"G sec, a constant
magnetic field of 5 gauss produces complete depolari-
zation (ωτ ~ 1). It is obvious that internal magnetic
fields that may be strong but that last extremely short
times and change direction chaotically will have much
weaker effects. For example, let us consider the de-
polarization of a μ* meson in a gas that is at a pres-
sure of 100 atm. Let us estimate the depolarization
of a μ+ meson in collisions with atoms of the mole-
cules of the gas, after it is at thermal velocities.
During such a collision the μ* meson is acted on by
the magnetic fields of the electrons, and the angle of
precession is ι?0 = 105Ητ. For the collision time τ
we take the time of flight of the μ* meson through a
Bohr radius, τ s 10"8/l06 = 10"14 sec, and for Η we
take the field of an electron at the distance of the Bohr
radius (Η ~ 105 gauss). We get for the angle of pre-
cession during one collision t?0 = 6 χ 10"5 rad. The
average precession angle during the lifetime of the
μ* meson will be ~ ̂ ο11^2» where η is the number
of such collisions. In a gas at 100 atm pressure there
are 1011 —1012 collisions per second, which gives 106

collisions during the lifetime. Thus & ~ 10~4 rad
(sic). We see that the local fields of the electrons in
the gas cannot produce an appreciable depolarization.
Let us now consider the other mechanism of depolar-
ization, which consists of the formation of muonium
— a hydrogen-like neutral atom made up of a μ+ me-
son and an electron. It is well known that when the
speed of a charged particle passing through matter
falls to a value close to the speed of the orbital elec-
trons the particle can capture and then lose electrons.
This phenomenon of charge transfer was studied in
early experiments by Rutherford and P. L. Kapitza
with a particles. Let us consider a μ+ meson being
slowed down in a gas. When its speed becomes com-
parable with that of the electrons in the gas molecules,
i.e., at an energy

it can capture an electron and form muonium. The
capture cross section is of the order of πεβ, and the
cross section for ionization of muonium (loss of the
electron) is of the same order of magnitude. Thus
during the slowing down of a μ meson repeated charge
transfer occurs, through successive captures and los-
ses of electrons, just as in the slowing down of protons,

a particles, or multiply charged ions. The final re-
sult is that during their slowing down μ* mesons get
out of the range of energies in which the formation of
muonium is possible in a very short time, and reach
thermal speeds, where they "await" decay either in
the free state or in muonium atoms. From this obvi-
ously highly simplified picture it follows that the de-
polarization of the μ+ meson can be related in an im-
portant way to the formation of muonium. Therefore
let us consider the properties of this system. It is
obvious that as long as we neglect the fine-structure
and hyperfine-structure interactions in muonium and
the difference in mass between the meson and proton
(infinitely heavy nucleus) the properties of this atom
are like those of the hydrogen atom. Let us suppose
that the muonium is formed only in the IS state, in
which the spin-orbit interaction that leads to the fine
structure of the terms is absent, and consider the
effect of the interaction of the spin of the nucleus
(the μ+ meson) with that of the orbital electron
(which leads to the hyperfine structure of the terms)
on the initial polarization of the μ+ meson. Owing to
this interaction the IS state of muonium splits up into
'SQ and 3Sl states, whose energies differ by the hyper-
fine-structure interaction energy, given by the well
known formula of Fermi:

ΔΗ* = - - u=l,84-10-sev =/i.4.44-103Mcs.

Here the μ'β are the magnetic moments of the elec-
tron and the μ meson and Άβμ is the radius of the
Bohr orbit of muonium, which is practically equal to
the radius of the Bohr orbit of the hydrogen atom.
Suppose that, as is almost always the case in the ex-
periments we have considered, the μ+ meson is com-
pletely polarized, and that the corresponding spin func-
tion is αμ. For the unpolarized electrons of the me-
dium there are functions a e and /3e that correspond
to spin directions parallel and antiparallel to that of
the spin of the μ+ meson. Then the muonium atom
can be formed with equal probabilities in states with
parallel spins (αμα^) and with antiparallel spins
(αΐμββ). The first of these states is a pure triplet
state of muonium (3Si, m = 1); the second state is
twofold degenerate and is a superposition of the states
JS0 and 3S t with m = 0. It is obvious that the state 3Sj
(triplet muonium) preserves the polarization of the
μ+ meson, provided that the action of external fields
does not lead to a spatial reorientation of the triplet
atom, which is very sensitive to such action, since it
has a large magnetic moment, equal to that of the elec -
tron (more exactly to the sum of the magnetic mo-
ments of the electron and the μ meson). In the second
state of the muonium atom, described by a superposi-
tion of the states 1Sa and 3S1( the meson will be com-
pletely depolarized in a very short time. In fact, such
a system will make periodic transitions between the
states 'SQ, m = 0 and 3Sit m = 0. The frequency of
these transitions is determined by the hyperfine-
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structure interaction energy, ω = AW/fi rad/sec. If

at the initial time the muonium is in the state 3Si,

m = 0, then after a time ~ 10~10 sec it goes over into

the state 'Sg, m = 0, and the mean polarization of the

meson will oscillate in time according to the law

<S (t)> = V4 (1 + cos a>t). Thus the state αμββ will

be completely depolarized in a time ~ 10~10sec. From

the point of view of these ideas half of the μ* mesons

that have formed muonium are completely depolarized,

and the other half keeps its polarization. If f is the

fraction of the μ+ mesons that has reached thermal

speeds in the form of muonium, the asymmetry coef-

ficient must be diminished from its maximum value

a0 to the value a0 (1 — f/2). Therefore even if all of

the μ+ mesons form muonium (f = 1), the asymmetry

coefficient can be diminished only to half of its maxi-

mum value. Even a cursory inspection of the data of

Table V shows, however, that a can be much smaller

than half of the maximum value. There are many

causes which, even if the picture we have examined

of the depolarization through the formation of muonium

is correct, can still reduce the asymmetry coefficient

to very small values. First of all, in dense media,

where the mobility of the muonium is small, the triplet

muonium, which is responsible for the half of the po-

larization that is preserved, can be depolarized by local

fields, or else can get converted in the singlet state,

as happens with triplet positronium.128 Another mech-

anism causing additional depolarization can be exchange

of the electron from triplet muonium with an electron

from the surrounding medium, which contains unpolar-

ized electrons. At each such exchange there is a prob-

ability V2 f° r preservation of the polarization of the μ*

meson, and an equal probability for depolarization. A

sequence of a small number of such exchanges can al-

most destroy the polarization of the triplet muonium

and bring the asymmetry coefficient down to very small

values. We note that in metals, where such exchanges

occur at a high frequency, much exceeding the frequency

of the hyperfine-structure interaction, there must be

no depolarization. In fact, if the time interval between

two successive exchanges is smaller than the time for

transition between the 1S0 and 3Sj states, depolariza-

tion does not have time to happen. This means for

practical purposes that in metals muonium is not

formed as a stable system.

7.7. Attempts to Observe the Triplet State of Muonium

In papers by Swanson and by Cassels and others1 0 4 '1 4 4

attempts have been made to observe the existence of the

triplet state of muonium in substances in which μ+ me-

sons have been stopped. The idea of the experiments

is as follows. In the triplet state the muonium atom

has a magnetic moment equal to that of the electron

(if we neglect the magnetic moment of the μ meson).

This means that in a field that is about one one-hun-

dredth of that used for the precession of the free μ

meson triplet muonium will precess with a frequency

close to that of the precession observed with free μ

mesons. After reducing the field to 0.4 gauss, Swan-

son104 looked for the precession of muonium in fused

quartz, liquid silicon, and teflon. The Liverpool group

made studies in a field of 0.7 gauss on polystyrene

+ 2% ρ -terphenyl, liquid carbon tetrachloride, methyl

alcohol, and water. In these experiments liquids were

used as targets in the hope that in liquids the action of

local magnetic fields capable of depolarizing triplet

muonium would be less prominent than in solids. In

none of these substances could a modulation of the

number of decay electrons be observed; Swanson's

experiments showed that the amplitude of the modula-

tion corresponding to triplet muonium was 0 ± 8 per-

cent of that corresponding to the precession of the

free μ+ meson in graphite. The experiments of the

Liverpool group gave for this quantity the value 0 ± 2

percent.

An experimental test of the question of the exist-

ence of triplet muonium can also be based on some-

what different considerations. Let us consider the

asymmetry coefficients in a photographic emulsion as

measured by two methods: 1) following individual tra-

jectories in the emulsion, and 2) electronic methods,

with the emulsion as the target. Let us suppose that

the triplet state of muonium exists, that the probability

for the formation of muonium after stopping is f, and

that the value of the asymmetry coefficient, not affected

by depolarization, is a. Then in case 1) the asymme-

try coefficient measured in the emulsion is given by

a t = a0 (1 -f/2). In case 2), when the electronic sys-

tem is set for the detection of the precession of the

free μ+ meson, the triplet muonium eludes observa-

tion, and the asymmetry coefficient measured in such

an experiment is given by a2 = a0 (1 - f) ξ, where ξ

is the mean depolarization of the μ+ mesons incident

on the target. On the assumption that the maximum

value is a = - l/3, we have found for ξ the value

| = 0.70 ± 0.014. From Table VI we have for the quan-

tity a2 the value a2 = 0.087 ± 0.009, and after correc-

tion for the kinematic depolarization this gives as an

upper limit the result

α (1-/) = 0.126 ±0.013.

Although this is indeed somewhat smaller than the

quantity ai = -0.14 for Ilford-G5 emulsion, as ob-

tained by the method of trajectories, because of insuf-

ficient statistical accuracy of the two quantities it does

not seem possible to draw definite conclusions. Finally,

let us note one more fact, which evidently speaks against

the existence of triplet muonium. We have seen above

that a field of several gauss, acting during the lifetime

of the μ+ meson, causes depolarization. Obviously for

triplet muonium, with a magnetic moment 200 times

that of the meson, depolarization will be caused by a

field as small as several hundredths of a gauss. For

just this reason Friedman and Telegdi105 and some

other investigators have observed μ+ decays in emul-

sions irradiated under conditions of careful magnetic

screening (H < 10"3 gauss). No significant difference
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has been found between the values of the asymmetry
coefficient measured under these conditions and under
conditions of irradiation without screening, with stray
fields of some tenths of a gauss, or in cosmic rays
affected by the earth's field (see in particular Table
VII).

Thus the data that have been presented indicate that
there is no appreciably intense triplet state of muonium.
This could be so either if the general idea of depolari-
zation through the formation of muonium does not cor-
respond to reality and muonium is not formed, or if
some mechanism acts that leads to rapid depolariza-
tion of the triplet state.

7.8. Preservation of Polarization by Means of a Mag-
netic Field

Here we shall examine to what extent available ex-
perimental data agree with the hypothesis that the fun-
damental mechanism responsible for depolarization is
the formation of muonium. The first serious argument
which, if it does not directly support just this hypothe-
sis, at any rate supports the existence of some mechan-
ism of depolarization that is universal for all sub-
stances, is found in the small time of depolarization
(~ 10~6 —10"7 sec) of the free μ+ meson that has been
established from experiments that measure the asym-
metry. Depolarization because of the hyperfine-
structure interaction in muonium occurs in a time of
about 10"10 sec, and thus the experimental data on the
depolarization time agree with the hypothesis of de-
polarization through the formation of muonium. A more
direct confirmation of this hypothesis has been obtained
in experiments on the restoration of polarization by
means of a magnetic field. The idea of these experi-
ments is to produce the Paschen-Back effect in muo-
nium. If the substance in which the muonium is formed
is in a magnetic field that is so strong that the energy
of the electron in the field is much larger than the en-
ergy of the interaction between the magnetic moments
of the μ meson and electron in muonium, then, as is
well known, the coupling between the two spins is
broken and they precess separately around the field.
The interaction energy for the hyperfine structure
can be written in the form

where μβ and μμ are the magnetic moments of the
electron and the μ meson and Ho is a magnetic field
characteristic for muonium, of the order of the mag-
netic field that the μ* meson produces in the region
of the first Bohr orbit, where the electron is. Since
for muonium the energy W is 1.85 χ 10~5 ev, know-
ing the magnetic moments of the electron and μ meson,
we find Ho = 1580 gauss. When the external magnetic
field is much larger than this quantity the coupling be-
tween the spins is broken and there will be no depolar-
ization because of the hyperfine-structure interaction.

In the intermediate case of not too large fields the
state of the muonium atom in a magnetic field is a mix-

ture of the field-free singlet and triplet states. This
means that in the state m = 0, which in the absence
of a magnetic field is characterized by complete de-
polarization, there is now, in the magnetic field, a cer-
tain polarization, which owes its origin to the admix-
ture of the triplet state. The quantum-mechanical
calculation based on perturbation theory has been
done in a paper by Ferrell128 and shown that the mean
value of the polarization of the μ* meson increases
in the following way with the strength of the applied
magnetic field:

In this formula f is the fraction of mesons that have
formed muonium atoms in the ground state, and χ
= H/Ho is the ratio of the applied magnetic field to
the magnetic field Ho = 1580 gauss that character-
izes the hyperfine-structure interaction in muonium.
In the strong-field limit Η » Ho the polarization is
completely restored. This corresponds to the Paschen-
Back effect. On the basis of this result it is not hard
to find how the asymmetry coefficient varies as the
magnetic field is increased. It is obvious that

= «o{l-J (11)

here a0 is the maximum value of the asymmetry co-
efficient, which it would have in the absence of depo-
larization through the formation of muonium; 1 -f/2
= 1 - f + f/2 is the part of the polarization that comes
from μ mesons that did not form muonium (1 - f ) and
from muonium in the triplet state (f/2); and (f/2)x2/
(1 + x2) is the part of the polarization restored by the
magnetic field. From this formula it follows in partic-
ular that even if all of the μ* mesons stopped in the
substance form muonium (f = 1) the asymmetry co-
efficient cannot be smaller than a/2. We have already
seen that this does not correspond to reality, and that
one possible cause of the discrepancy is exchange of
electrons of triplet muonium with unpolarized electrons
of the medium. Let the number of such exchanges be η
and let the time between two successive exchanges be
larger than the time characteristic of the hyperfine-
structure interaction but much smaller than the mean
lifetime of the μ+ mesons. For this case Sens and
others 1 3 0 have suggested a simple generalization of
Eq. (11),

(12)

which explains the decrease of a to values much
smaller than a o /2.

Studies of the effect of a magnetic field on the po-
larization of μ+ mesons have been made both by elec-
tronic methods and with photographic emulsions. Sens,
Swanson, and others studied the effect of a magnetic
field on the polarization of μ+ mesons by placing emul-
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0075 TABLE DC. Effect of magnetic field on asymmetry

coefficient in emulsion

0M5 -

0 2 4 6 8
B, kilogauss

FIG. 37. Results of an experiment on the preservation of the

polarization of μ mesons by means of a magnetic field.

sion or vitreosil (fused quartz) in the longitudinal

magnetic field of a solenoid and measuring the asym-

metry of the electron emission with counters. Their

results are shown in Fig. 37. Here the abscissa is

the field strength and the ordinate is the number of

positrons emitted forward per stopped μ+ meson. We

see an increase of the asymmetry (a decrease of the

number of positrons emitted forward) with increase

of the magnetic field. The crosses show the behavior

of the asymmetry according to Eq. (11), and the dashed

line the behavior according to Eq. (12) on the assump-

tion of 11 to 13 exchanges of electrons. As can be seen

from the diagram, the best agreement with the experi-

mental data is obtained on the assumption that the mu-

onium atoms have time to exchange electrons with the

surrounding medium several times. The results ob-

tained with photographic emulsions placed in magnetic

fields are shown in Table IX. These results are to be

compared with the asymmetry coefficients without mag-

netic field, a = - 0.077 ± 0.012 for NIKFI-R emulsion

and a = -0.140 ± 0.014 for Ilford-G5 emulsion.

7.9. The True Value of the Asymmetry Coefficient

An important deduction from the mechanism of de-

polarization through muonium formation which we have

been discussing is the expectation that the polarization

will be completely preserved in magnetic fields that

are much larger than Ho. This gives a possibility for

finding the value of the asymmetry coefficient in the

absence of depolarization. We have seen that the the-

ory of Feynman and Gell-Mann calls for the value a

= — V3. Measurements have been made in strong mag-

Authors

Heughebaert131

Gurevich114

Vaisenberg113

Orear1"

Barkas133

Vaisenberg115

Lynch134

Gurevich135

Note: Unlike

and others (a = —

7r-> μ •* e decays,

Field

(kilogauss)

0.1

1.1
2.5
9.0

14.25
17.0
25.0

27.0

Asymmetry

coefficient

0.22 ± 0.12
0.16 ± 0.04

0.20 + 0.02

0.249 + 0.036
0.23 ± 0.05

0.28 + 0.02

0.296 + 0.02

0.32 ± 0.02

all the data of Table VIII, the

0.249 ± 0.036) was obtained by

but μ -» e decays

value of a one would have to take

depolarization.

therefore to

into account

Emulsion

Ilford-G5

NIKFI-R
it

Ilford-G5
it

NIKFI-R

Ilford-G5
NIKFI-R

result of Orear

using not

get the " t r u e "

the kinematic

netic fields of 17 to 25 kilogauss.134·113·133'135 The data

of Table IX show that in such fields the asymmetry co-

efficient is very close to the value a = - 0.33.

Another experiment for the determination of the

limiting value of the asymmetry coefficient has been

made by Bardon and others,136 who used μ+ mesons

emitted near the threshold angle in the decay of 60

Mev 7T+ mesons. We have seen that the μ+ mesons

emitted at this angle are transversely polarized. The

arrangement of the experiment is shown in Fig. 38.

Two counters 2 and 3 (this counter is placed in front

of the target) pick out the μ+ mesons emitted in the

angular range 16.5° ± 0.75° relative to the primary

beam of π* mesons (16.5° is the threshold angle for

60-Mev π mesons). The circle indicates Helmholtz

coils which compensate the stray magnetic field. The

solenoid used to produce the rotation of the spins of

the μ* mesons was wound directly on the bromoform

target in which the μ+ mesons were stopped. Scintil-

lation counters registered the decay electrons emitted

backward (3, 6, 5) and forward (4, 5, 3) in the time

interval 1.5 — 4.5 μββο after the stopping of a μ+ meson

in the bromoform target. The pulse from the stopping

of the μ+ in the target (1, 2, 3, 5) produced in the sole-

noid a magnetic field of duration 1 μββο, which turned

the spin of the meson through -20°, so that its spin

was directed at one of the electron telescopes. The

value obtained for the asymmetry coefficient in this

experiment was

o = 0.275 ±0.011.

After the introduction of corrections (which are

easy to make in this case) for the small kinematic de-

Slit 3"

60-Mev

FIG. 38. Arrangement of the experiment of Bardon and
others136 for determining the asymmetry coefficient in the
absence of kinematic depolarization.

Target
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polarization arising from the finite aperture of the

telescope that registers the μ+ mesons, for the angu-

lar resolution of the electron telescope, and for its

sensitivity to the electron spectrum, the writers get

for the true value

(o)> 0.325 ±0.015,

which is very close to the limiting value of a pre-

dicted by the two-component theory. An examination

of the results of experiments with emulsions in mag-

netic fields together with the results of this experi-

ment shows that the asymmetry coefficient is actually

very close to the limiting value a = - V3 predicated

by the theory of the universal V-A interaction, although

of course the accuracy of the experiments is insuffi-

cient for the assertion that there is complete agree-

ment of the measured values with the theoretical

predictions.

It must be remarked that an examination of Table

IX reveals a monotonic increase of the asymmetry co-

efficient as we go from a field of 17,000 gauss to a

field of 27,000 gauss. If the Paschen-Back effect oc-

curs, then for muonium the effect of a field of 17,000

gauss should be practically no different from that of

a field of 27,000 gauss. Therefore it is important to

get statistically more accurate data in this range of

field strengths.

7.10. The Depolarization of μ~ Mesons

In the first work of Garwin and others2 it was shown

that the asymmetry coefficient for μ" mesons stopped

in graphite is of the same sign as that for μ+ mesons

but has the much smaller numerical value a s — V̂ ,,,

which is about 15 percent of the asymmetry coefficient

for μ* mesons.

Ignatenko and others107 have made similar measure-

ments, using targets of liquid hydrogen, graphite, oxy-

gen (H2O), magnesium, sulfur, zinc, cadmium, and

lead to stop the μ" mesons. Their results are shown

in Table X.

We see that hydrogen completely depolarizes the

μ" mesons stopped in it, and the other substances de-

polarize μ" mesons about 5 to 6 times as strongly as

they depolarize μ+ mesons. As is well known, the de-

cay of a μ" meson in matter takes place while it is in

a mesic atom, and therefore the mechanism of its de-

polarization must be very different from that for μ+

mesons. The time spent in matter by a μ" meson can

be considered in terms of the following sequence:

1. Slowing down to speeds at which capture into an

orbit of a mesic atom is possible.

2. Transitions from the region of the continuous

spectrum into a bound state in one of the distant orbits

of a mesic atom.

3. Cascade transitions to lower orbits, ending with

a transition into the ground state, from which most of

the decays of μ" mesons occur.

In the first stage the process of depolarization is

the same for μ* and μ" mesons, but with the differ-

TABLE X

Sub-
stance

H2

C
0
Mg
S
Zn
Cd
Pb

—a

0.01+0.01
0.040+0,005
0.043+0,C05
0.058+0.008
0.042 f 0.006
0,056+0,011
0.055+0.012
0,054+0.013

ence that the μ meson cannot form muonium. The

second stage occurs in a very short time. Therefore

we can assume that these two stages do not give rise

to any appreciable depolarization. Owing to the large

mass of the μ~ meson its capture into a distant orbit

of a mesic atom occurs at a large quantum number of

the order of ( m ^ / m e J ^ s H . The main depolariza-

tion of the mesons indeed occurs in the process of

cascade transitions from distant orbits to the Κ orbit

of the mesic atom. This depolarization is caused by

the spin-orbit interaction of the μ~ meson and occurs

because the time the μ" meson spends in a given level

is much longer than the period of precession of the

meson spin. This depolarization has been calculated

in references 138 —140, and the main result of this

work is that a completely polarized μ" meson retains

about 17 percent of the polarization when it has reached

the Κ shell. This result holds for all spinless nuclei,

for which there is no hyperfine-structure interaction,

which would increase the depolarization. Let us ex-

amine the data of Table X, which were obtained for

substances with nuclei without spin (except H). We

see that the average absolute value of the asymmetry

coefficient for these nuclei is close to 0.05, whereas

for μ+ mesons the magnitude of the asymmetry coeffi-

cient in graphite, where all the depolarization is of

the kinematic type, is close to 0.25. Assuming that

the kinematic depolarization is the same for μ" and

μ+ mesons, we find that at the time of its decay a μ~

meson has a polarization close to (0.05/0.25) = 20%

of the initial value, which agrees with the estimate

cited. An exception is that μ" mesons are completely

depolarized when they are stopped in liquid hydrogen.

The mechanism of this depolarization has been ex-

plained in a paper by Zel'dovich and Gershtem,141 who

showed that the main contribution to this process

comes from scattering of neutral mesic hydrogen

atoms by protons,

The scattering occurs with a large effective cross

section for transfer of the μ" meson to the other pro-

ton, with simultaneous transition of the mesic hydro-

gen atom to a lower state of the hyperfine structure.

Owing to the fact that the probability of such transi-

tions in liquid hydrogen (109 sec"1) exceeds by three

orders of magnitude the probability for decay of the

μ" meson (0.5 χ 106 sec"1) in the mesic hydrogen
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atom, during the lifetime of the meson these atoms
go over entirely into the ground state of the hyperfine
structure, and the result is complete depolarization.
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